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ABSTRACT

Biological treatment systems used in the purp and paper

industry are subject to shock loadings with concentrated
waste. These shock loadings may reduce or elininate the
treatment capacity of the biological system. An experiment,al
shock loading study of aerated lagoons and sequencing batch
reactors treating wastewater from an integrat,ed bleached. Kraft
process pufp and paper mill was undertaken. under moderate

shock roading conditions, systems with low solids retention
times (sRT) recovered faster than systems with higher sRTs.

sequencing batch reactors (sBRs) with sRTs from 5 to 40 days

!üere studied experimentally. A more severe shock disrupted
treatment similarly in ar-l sBRs, without regard for pre-shock
growth conditions. under both moderate and severe shocks,
SBRs can recover more rapidly than lagoons.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCIIoN

shock loadings of biological treatment systems occur in
many industries. shocks are sudden increases in the mass

loading administered to a treatment system. surges in the
concentration or volume of waste administered Èo the treatment
system can result in shock roads. Typically, shock roads are
caused by spills or process upsets within a ptant. shock

loads have the potential to decrease or elininate the
treatment capacity of a biorogicar system. This study
examines the effects of shock loading biorogical treatment
systems with highly concentrated industrial waste.

shock loadings of two distinct types of treatment system,
sequencing batch reactors (sBRs) and aerated lagoons, are
examined. sBRs are a type of activated sludge treatment that
has been successfully used in a variety of industrial
applications. Past industrial applications include situations
where the systems vrere subject to unstead.y loadings. sBRs are
a potentiar upgrade for an aerated lagoon, which is the most
conmon form of biological treatment in the North American purp
and paper industry.

The laboratory scale reactors used to study the effects
of shock loads hrere fed with waste from an integrated bleached
Kraft pulp and paper mirl. shock roadings r{ere administered
using concentrated waste from the same nilI. The intent was

t,o study the ef fect of complex and poorly d.ef ined shocks, such
as wourd be found in an industrial situation. Laboratory



studies reported in the literature focus on werr defined,
synthetic shocks, using sinple substrates such as glucose or
sorbitol, rather than the ress well defined combinations of
substrates found in industrial wastes. These substrates may

incrude toxic or inhibitory compounds. Results from the Lab

studies with simple compounds may not be applicable to fierd
condítions. Throughout the experiment, four sBRs r¡/ere

operated at different solids retention times (sRTs), in order
to evaluate the impact of sRT on shock load recovery. A

lagoon was operated simult,aneously for comparison.

This document consists of four main sections. The first
section reviews the relevant riÈerature and. background

materiar on the treatment of purp and paper wastewater,
describes the sBR process, and. gives an overview of shock

loadings of biological treatment systems. The following
section covers the objectives of the experimental work, and,

the methodology used to achieve these objectives. The

experimentar resurts of each experimental run are then
reported and discussed. The finar sect,ion sunmarizes the main

experimental findings, and lists the conclusions drawn from
the findings and the literature review.



CHÀPTER 2: BACKGROUND AND REVIEW oF THE LITERATURE

The background for this work has been broken down inÈo
three main sections. The first section I z.!, deals with
characterization of bleached Kraft purp nilr waste. The

second sectiont z.z, covers the sequencing batch reactor
process for biological treatment and its industrial
apprications. The final section, 2.3, covers past research
into shock loading conditions with biorogical treatment.

2.t Kraft Pulp Mill l,Iastewater

This thesis is concerned with the biological treatment of
the wastes produced through paper rnaking using the bleached
Kraft integrated purp and paper milr process. rt is therefore
important to understand the sources of this waste, its prime
constituents, and the treatment strategies currently in use.

2.L.7 sources of Kraft pulp and paper Mill lrtastewat,er

The breached Kraft process is one of the most cotnmon

methods used in the prod.uction of high grade paper. Mills
using the breached kraft process are in place throughout North
Àmerica and Europe. This section outrines a typical Kraft
process. Liquid wastes from the Fort Francis Boise cascade

integrat,ed Kraft process pulp and paper nilr in ontario were

used in this study.

The production of paper by the Kraft process begins with
the debarking of logs and processing them into wood chips.



The chips, roughly two centinetres Iong, are sorted and. mixed

before being blown into digesters. The digesters are rarge
steel vessers, containing the chemicals that turn the wood

chips into purp. The chemicars used form a strong alkaline
liquor that dissorves the lignin in the wood" Lignin can be

considered an organic glue that holds Èhe celrulose wood

fibres together. rt arso contributes the brown colour to
unbleached pu1p. Dígestion releases the cellulose fibres that
form the pu1p.

The pulp is screened and washed after digestion. This
turns it into a watery substance which requires dewatering and

thickening. rf extended delignificat,ion is used., it wilr be

done at this point in the process. The pulping and washing

produces a waste stream, made up of spent alkaline cooking
liquor and dissolved wood lignin. Much of the alkaLine liquor
is recovered inside the plant and returned to the digester.
The riquid waste from the chernical pulping and d.ewaÈering can

be treated effectively using existing technorogy. The

potential pollutants found in the waste can be recovered. for
re-user or used as fuel (Gullichsen, lggL). unbleached pulp
can be produced virtually free of contaminated riquid
effluents (Ibid).

After the pulp has been thickened, it is bleached to the
desired degree of whiteness. This can be done with chrorine
(the traditional agent), chlorine dioxide, or some combination
of the two. since the use of chlorine as a bleachj_ng agent,



creat,es chlorinated organics, chrorine dioxide substitution is
becoming conmon practice in the industry. substituting
chlorine dioxide reduces considerabry the amount of
chlorinated organics produced during bleaching (curlichsen,
1991). The amount of bleaching needed. can also be reduced. by
removing lignin from the pulp prior to bLeaching in a process
called delignification. since bleaching is done to remove the
brown colour in the pulp caused by the lignin, derignification
reduces the amount, of bleach needed to achieve the desired
paper brightness. However, despite the possible process
rnodifications, the pollutants in the liquid waste stream
produced during bleaching stilr are of great concern, and make

treatment necessary. The nature of the pollutants in the
bleach plant effluent is the Èopic of the forlowing section.

After bleaching, the pulp inay be dried and baled. for sal_e

ersewhere. rt may arternatively be formed and finished int,o
paper at an on-site paper milI.

2.1.2 Composition of l,iaste

The liquid waste stream from a purp and paper urirl
incrudes many different compounds. A variety of parameters
have been used to gauge the strength of the waste. These
parameters have been used to monitor the performance of
treatment systems in pulp and paper rnills, to set regulations,
and to establish perrnit lirnits.

The traditional- regulatory focus has been on the total



suspended solids (TSS) in the waste stream, and the 5 day
biological oxygen demand (BoDs). Because of this, most, modern
plants provide high removals of TSS and BoDu from their waste.
Tss and BoDr are both seen as measurements of the ability of
the waste to degrade water quality in the receiving body. TSs

degrades quality through the deposition of sediment, and BoDu

measures oxygen demand on the water body. Despite the recent
focus on various priority porlutants, these parameters are
still important. Due to the long period of time needed to get
results from the BoD test it, has been supplanted in recent
times by the totar organic carbon (Toc) and chemical oxygen
demand (coD) tests. These tests provide similar information
more rapidry, and are werl suited to in-line apprication.

Pulp and paper nirl effluents contain pollutants that are
not characterised by either the BoD, or TSS tests. A recent
survey of effluents from 13 nills in euebec, incruding 6 Kraft
mil1s, provided a characterization of the substances found in
nill effluents (Lavarlée, et aI. 1993). A1r of the wastes
contained resins and fatty acids, which are implicat,ed in the
toxicity of nilr wastes. The wastes also alr included a

variety of chlorinated organics, incruding d.ioxins and furans.
The dioxin discharges r{rere in the range of s6 to L97 mg/a.
-â'dsorbabre organic Haride (Aox) measurements, which are a

popurar inclusive measure of chlorinated organics, were in the
range of 2.8 to 4.7 Ptg/t.

The parameters of chlorinat,ed organics and effruent



toxicity are becoming the focus of pubric and legislative
attention- chrorinated organics have become particurarly
important since the discovery of dioxins and furans in pulp
mill wastes. chrorinated organics are produced as a byproduct
in the bleaching process by the action of chlorine on organic
compounds. chlorine acts as both a substituting and oxidizing
agent, creating chlorinated organics (Bryant et â1., L}BT).
sorne of the compounds created. include: chrorophenols,
chloroatecol-s, chloroguaiacols, chloro-resin acíds, chloroform
(a halogenated volatire compound), and chlorolignins (a rarge
group of morecules with an apparent molecular weight greater
than 1000).

chlorinated organics are considered porlutants as many

are persistent, toxic, and bioaccumulative. rn general, the
toxicity of the compound is related to the degree to which it
is chlorinated. Highly toxic compounds such as dioxins and
PCBs are 40 to 792 chrorine by weight. Many of the ress
chlorinated organic compounds are non-toxic. some are
commonly used in food and drugs (Flening I Lggz).

The most accepted nethod for the characterisation of the
chlorinat'ed organics in a waste is the AoX test. This test
non-specifically measures the spectrum of chlorinated
organics. rt has been suggested that because of its broad
nature, the Aox test is inappropriate, and, that tests such as
rrf 1ow f iei-d-f low fractionationr, which charact,erise the
distribution of molecular weights should be applied (Dixon et



â1-, L992) - Hohlever' research has show that the distribution
of rnorecurar weights is quite broad in effLuents from both
Kraft and sulfite rnilrs (Beckett et al., tggz). This suggests
that a general characterisation such as the Aox test, whil_e

inherently linited, provides representative resurts. As of
1993, virtually all current and upcoming regulations for
chrorinated organics are based on either the Aox test or some

measure of dioxins and furans (Mccubbín and Folke, L9g3).

The Àox test should not be considered a measure of
toxicity. while chlorinated organics have been implicated in
the toxicity of bleached Kraft effLuents (Irla1den and Howard

1981), Aox is a poor predictor of either acute or chroni_c
toxicity (otconnor et âr., 1993). ofconnor also showed that
bleached and unbl-eached mill effluents posses a sinitar level
of chronic toxicity. This supports findings that mill
ef f luent toxicity is rnainly due to the resin acid.s and

unsaturated fatÈy acids found in the wastewater (I,Ia1den and

Howard 198L). The survey of euebec mills also found a strong
correlation betr¡een ¡rilr effluent toxicity and. resin acíd
content (Lava1lée et, â1., 1993).

The modern treatment of Kraft, nilr wastes should remove

several irnportant waste constituents. waste treatment must
provide removal of suspend.ed solids and organic carbon. The

modern treatment system should also offer significant
reductions in chlorinated organics, measured either as Aox, or
other paramet,ers. The system should also reduce or elininate



effluent toxicity, through the control of resin and fatty
acids"

2.L" 3 $laste Treatment

Many pulp and paper nills have applíed internal

controls to help reduce the waste loads produced by daily

operat,ions. Upgrades such as in-plant, recycling and various

process changes are conmon. However, external treatment

systems are still needed. In the past, external treatment has

been linited to primary treatment, such as a clarifier. To

meet current and future regulations, mills will require some

form of secondary treatment. In Canada, aII pulp nills should

have both prirnary and secondary treatment by December 3L, 1995

(Odendahl, 1993).

The advantages of biological secondary treatment for pulp

and paper wast,e have been well docurnented. I,ialden and Howard

(L981) cite the detoxification of niII effluents as a major

reason for the installation of secondary treatment systerns in
Canada. Of 13 nil1s surveyed in Quebec, only the lone mill
with secondary treatment had a non-toxic efftuent (Lava11ée et

al., 1993). Secondary biological treatment has been shown to
eliminate the acute toxicity of pulp milt effluent, and reduce

chronic toxicity (OtConnor et â1., 1993). Some rernoval of AOX

has also been found during biological treatment for the

reduction of oxygen demand (Bryant et, al. 1987).

Ðespite the demonstrated advantages, not all mills



employ secondary treatment, as can be seen from the Quebec

survey (Lavallée et â1., 1993). Due to regulations, these

nil1s will soon have to adopt secondary treatment. triithout

secondary treatment stricter regulations for parameters such

as AOX will be difficult Èo meet. fn North America, aerated

lagoons are the most conmon form of secondary treatment used

by the industry (Oleszkiewicz et â1. , 1-992) . Based on the

Finnish experience, Iagoons are likely to be supplanted by

activated sludge systems. In a survey of pulp and paper mills
in Finland, Junna and Ruonal (1991) point out that of the

plants surveyed, 22 used activated sludge systems for
secondary treatment, and only 5 still used lagoons. New

Iagoons had not been constructed for pulp and paper nills in
Finland since the 1970ts. Further, none of the lagoons that
lrere still in use were used for the treatment of wastes from

Kraft miIIs. Sinilar1y, in Russia, the activated sludge plant

is the most, conmon method used for the treatment of pulp and

paper wastes. Most of Èhe existing lagoons have been

converted to polishing basins for new activated sludge plants

(Kenny et a1., 1993).

Lag:oons have several shortcornings compared to activated
sludge. The performance of a lagoon under transient loadings

is questionable. Vühile lagoons can provide good treatment and

a high degree of detoxification for wastes under steady

loading conditions, they are vulnerable to poor performance

after spills and other upsets in milt operation (lrialden and
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Howard, 1981). A study of aerated lagoons (Bryant et aI.
t987) showed that the concentration of both organic carbon and

chlorinated organics in the lagoon effluent was closely linked

to the concentration of those substances in the influent.
This also points to the vulnerability of lagoons after
treatment upsets"

The increasing strictness of the regulations governing

pulp and paper nitL effluents is making secondary treatment

systems essential. Àerated lagoons have been proven effective
for the removal of biodegradable organics, toxic compounds and

suspended solids. {owever, they are vulnerable to the

variations that can be expected in pulp and paper ni11 wastes.

Activated sludge syst,ems are considered the standard in
countries that have strict regulations of the sort that are

developing in North America. Many Canadian nills are norü

investigating activated sludge systems for secondary

treatment,.

11



2.2 The Sequencing Batch Reactor process

The sequencing Batch Reactor (sBR) process is a viable
method for the biological treatment, of a variety of industrial
wastesr âs well as rnunicipar wastes. As an alternative to
treatment with traditional, continuously-rnixed acÈivated
srudge, it has grol¡¡n in popularity throughout the 19g0¡s.
since laboratory scale sBRs r¡rere used in the experimental part
of this thesis, a description of the sBR process is incruded
in the folrowing section. This discussion wiÌr show how the
process relates to other forms of activaÈed slud.ge Èreatment,
and its particular advantages for treating industrial wastes

under non-steady state condit,ions.

2.2.1 Process Description

The sBR process is a type of activated srudge
system. All of the processes Èhat are normalry associated
with an activated sludge system still take place in the sBR.

However, the nixj.ng of fresh waste with activated. sludge, the
period of reaction, the settling out of the sludge, and the
decanting of the treat,ed waste all take prace in a single
basin. The treatment processes are separated. in tiure rather
than space. Figure 1 (adapted from us EpA 1986) ilrustrates
the basic treatment process. A reactor is initiarry filled
with waste under conditions that may or nay not, involve
aeration (this depends on the process strategy). The waste is
then treated during some period of mixing and aeration.
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Figure 1: Typical operation Details for a sequencing Batch
Fleactor (US EpA 19e6).

Following the desired treatment period., mixers and, aerators
are shut off for a period of tine. This allows the bionass to
settle out. The clarified effluent is then drai.ned, off before
the next batch of influent is broughÈ in. since the solid,s
are retained in the basin, the d,esired sorids reÈention Èime

is naintained by wasting solid,s directly from the sBR basin.
This can be accomplished. at severar different points in the
cycle, most commonly during the idle period,.

while the sBR has found wid,e acceptance in recent times,
the basic idea of batch wastewater treatment is quite o1d,.

The experirnental work of Ard,en and, Lockett in LgL4 is often
cited as the originator of both activated, sludge and, batch
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treatment. They demonstrated the advantage of ret,aining the
sludge accumulated in batch reactors while aerat,ing rnunicipal
waste water. However, the technorogy of the tirne was not up

to the operation of large scale batch operation systems. rn
relativery recent tines, the avairabirity of sophisticated
measurernent and computer control devices has made batch
operations viable and attractive (Àrora et al. 19SS).

Batch operated systems can handle continuous flows in
severar possibre r,rays. rf nurtipre reactors are in place,
operation can be staggered such that one of the reactors is
always receiving waste. rf a single reactor is in prace, a

basin can be used prior to the reactor for the storage of
waste between cycles. For the large wastewater flows
associat,ed with the purp and paper industry, the continuous
influent,, intermittent decant (cr-rD) rnodi_fication of the sBR

process may be most practical way to handle cont,inuous flows.
These systems are continuousry fed, as in traditional
activated srudge treatment, but decanted intermittently as in
an sBR. (Arora et aI. 1985) This gives the system many of the
advantages of the sBR. The main sacrifice in operating an sBR

with continuous inflow is the loss of perfect settling
conditions prior to decant,ing. Baffles are used to mj-nimize

this disturbance. (frvine et al. l_985)

operationally, iÈ is rerativery simple to control the
cycres of aerobic, anoxic and anaerobic conditions to which

the waste is exposed during the treatment cycle. This makes
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it possibre to operate the sBR for the removar of nitrogen and

phosphorus, as well as orgianic carbon (rrvine and Busch rgTg).
Further, anoxic periods can be used to control the growth of
filamentous bacteria. The sBR process also arlows simple
contror of sludge age. conbined with the flexibility of the
dissolved oxygen control, the operation of the sBR can be

tailored to both the conditions of the influent, and. the
required effluent.

The sBR has several other advantages that are a function
of the batch process of operation. The sBR has no need for
Recycled Act,ivated sludge (RÀs) purnpingr âs the sludge is
retaíned in the basin. Also, the conditions for solid/liquid
separation in the basin are idear, ês the sBR basin is
completely quiescent during the settring phase, unlike
traditionar sett,ling basins that must nitigate flov¡ effects.
I^Iith all processes taking place in a single basin,
construction costs are also reduced. rn selecting a treatment
system for a highly concentrated meat processing waste water,
MikkeLson and Lowery (Lgg2) noted the row cost of an sBR

system. They found that sBRs had rower capital costs than
comparabre flow-through systems, partry due to lesser land
requirements. sinplicity of operation also leads to rower

operating and maintenance costs. A survey of g municipar sBRs

(Arora et ar. i.9gs) found that costs were significantly lower
for sBRs, and that operators found the systems much easier to
operate than the previously used continuous-flow systems. The
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only operational difficulty that turned up conmonry was due to
poor decanter design. At the time of the survey (1985),

proven decanters were available.
I¡7hile sBRs and traditional activated slud.ge systems are

comparable to a degree, it has been pointed out that
experimental findings with an sBR should not be directJ-y
extraporated to continuous activated sludge operations
(Benefied et â1., L989). whire a steady state can exist in an

sBR as an average across severar cycles, there is a pronounced

transient effect within each cycle. This creates a selection
pressure upon the rnicro-organisms in the reactor, and causes

a much different ecosystem to develop than would be found ín
an equivarent continuous activated sludge system. chiesa et
al. (1985) examined the effects of intermitt,ent high substrate
conditions, and found that such conditions created. a

population with high peak rates of both oxygen and. substrate
uptake. The populations created by such pressures had several
operational advantages such as good settling characteristics,
and resistance to starvation. part of the reason for the good

settling characteristics noted was that filamentous bacteria
do noÈ possess the needed characteristics for survival under

such conditions (stokes et al. 1968). I{hire filamentous
organisrns may be well adapted for either high initial loadings
or low food conditions, they do not stand up werl to the
cyclic nature of these conditions in an SBR.
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2.2.2 Operation Under Non-fdeal Conditions

As a process, the SBR is well suited to operat,ion

under non-ideal situations. sBRs have been used in many

different non-ideal applications, including very strongi or
inhibitory loadings. Data has arso been present,ed that
suggests sBRs are well suited for unsteady loading situations.

The SBR has been used to treat very strong wastes.

Norcoss et al . ( 1987 ) reported on an sBR that T¡ras

satisfactorily treating meat processing wastewater with a

strength of 10,000 mg/L BoDs. Mikkerson and Lowery (L992)

report,ed over 992 removals treating a meat packaging waste

water with an initial- concentration of from over looo mg/L

BoDs. A continuousry fed batch reactor treating nunitions
waste wíth a coD of 2500 mg/L !'¡as reported to give good

results f or both COD removal and
nitrif ication/ denitrif ication.

The treatment of inhibitory wastes such as phenolic
compounds in sBRs has also been examined. rn generar, sBRs

appear to be less prone to inhibition than comparabre flow-
through reactors. rn the examination of a high strength waste

with mixed phenolic compounds, Brenner et al. (rggz) found an

sBR system to give efficient treatment, and to operate with
less inhibition than was expected. A study for a hazardous

waste treatment plant (Herzbrun et al. L9g4) evaluated the
degradation of organic carbon and phenol in an sBR. At

retent,ion times varying from 1.5 to 10 days, the system gave
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excellent result for the degradation of phenoì-. Hohrever, at

the lower retention times, organic carbon in the effluent
increased noticeably, sugiçtesting the onset of inhibition. Not

surprisingly, Iower F /¡'t ratios provide protect,ion against

inhibition in SBRs. Hor,rrever, it has been shown that an SBR

can operate aÈ a relatively high food to microorganism (F/M)

ratio for inhibitory compounds. Nakhla (1993) showed that
even at relatively high toxicant loadings, the degradation of
other compounds $¡as not inhibited. Varying the F/M ratio from

O.L2 to 0.46 mg phenol/ ng MLVSS.d had litÈIe effect on either
the suspended solids or the. organíc carbon in the SBR

effluent. Nakhla also noted that the onset of inhibition was

Iinked to the F/M rat,io. Other researchers have noted that
lower loadings also improve the performance of SBRs when

treating non-inhibiÈory substrates (frvine et âI., t985i

Oleszkiewícz et a1., 1990).

There is evidence to suggest that under various non-

steady load conditions, including shock Ioads, the SBR wi1l
provide better performance than a flow-through system. Àrora

(1985) point,ed out four irnportant advantages of the SBR during

unsteady loads. First, because the nixed liquor suspended

solids can be held in the tank as long as necessary, they

cannot be lost, through hydraulic shock loads. (If loading

conditions cause the solíds to become non-settleable, they

will be lost. ) Secondly, when flows are much lower than the

design flow, design operation conditions can still be
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naintained by operating the basin at a rower revel. Third.,

during the period of filling, the aeration basin is
effectively an equalization basin, mitigating any short term

spikes. Finally, it is possibre to monitor the waste in the
basin, and not discharge it until it, meets effruent
requirements. This capacity is linited, and depends greatly
on the design of the pIant, and fl_ow conditions.

sBRs have generally been shown to be quite hardy under

variabre conditions. Mikkelson and Lowery (tggz) reported
that for a meat packing waste stream with highly variable
flows and organi-c loads, the prantrs original flow-through
system courd not cope. The sBR that vras instaLled as a

replacement produced consistently good effluent under the same

loading conditions. similarly, Norcoss et, aL. (rg}7) found

that extreme variations in flow rate and pH had littre effect
on the effluent quality from their sBR treating meat

processing wastes. rn a study of a sBR treat,ing high strength
industrial waste, Be1l and Hardcastle (1994) noted that the
system h/as very torerant of a number of operationar mishaps,

including pohrer ouÈages, mixer failure, and. accidental
overfeeds (shock loads). unfortunately, they did not discuss

in detail the effects of these upsets.

The most direct study of the effect of loading sBRs in an

unsteady manner was conducted by pisano et ar. (L989). This

study looked at the effects of organic shocks on sequencing

baÈch reactors treating synthetic wastewater. The sBR study
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vras conducted with 15 litre laboratory scale reactors. The

reactors were accrimatized to a synthetic waste, and then

shocked with a priority porlutant, toluene. The shock

sol-ution and the regular feed both had concentrations in the
range of 300 to 500 mg/L BoD; the shock was qualitative in
nature. The shock was administered by replacing 6 litres of
clarified reactor content,s r¡¡ith 6 litres of the shock solution
in two reactors, and 6 ritres of the regular feed in the
control reactor. All reactors were then monitored after the
shock. The shock loading had virtually no effect on the
effluent.

rn another study, Herzburn et â1., ,19e4) took sludge

from phenol-acclimatized sBRs, and subjected them to "spiking
studiesrr. rn these studies, the sludge was dosed with various
quantities of a phenol based substrate, and the oxygen uptake

rate measured. AÈ lower dosages, the oxygen uptake rate
increased with the increase in substrate. However, âs the
dosage increased, the rate of change in the oxygen uptake rate
decreased in an asymptotic fashion. The results of this study
suggest that the sludge had a reserve capacity for uptake.
This allows the srudge to consume more substrat,e than normar

under a shock loading condition. The results also suggest

that this reserve capacity is lirniÈed, and that shocks above

a cert,ain mass loading will overwhelm the reserve.
some of the advantages presented for the sBR system under

shock loadings are based in what are essentially nechanicar
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benefits of batch systems, such as perfect settling and the
capacity of the basin. However, the sBR has advantages on a
microbiologicat revel for coping with unsteady j-oad.ings. An

sBR operates under a condition of continual row-lever
transient toadings. This creates environmental pressures that
serect certain types of microorganisms over others.

rt has been shown that sBRs breed microorg:anisrns with a

high peak substrate uptake rate (chiesa et al., Lg8s). This
study also showed that organisms selected in an sBR have a

high peak oxygen uptake rate, and. rapid settling quarities.
rrvine (1985) looked at the RNA content of rnicroorganisms in
activated sludge. In his study, he found that the
microorganisms in an sBR had RNÀ levers three to four t,j_mes

what would be expected from microorganisms in comparable

conÈinuous flow situations. The growth rate of a

microorganism depends largely on iÈs RNA contenÈ. This means

that the bacteria in an sBR can be expected to grov, and

process substrate much faster than the bacteria in a

continuous flow systern.

The specific character and adaptions of microorganisms in
a sBR are developed as a resurt of their continual exposure to
low level Èransient conditions in batch operation. rt appears

that the attributes selecÈed by these conditions are arso
ideal for coping with shock 1oads.

The sBR process is an activated. srudge system, operated
as a fill and draw process. sBRs are capable of treating many
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$rastes, including waste streams that have a variabre nature,
or contain toxic or inhibitory substrates. Batch operation
selects microorganisms that are werl suited to variable
condit,ions. Batch operation also gives considerable
operational flexibility.
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2.3 Response of Biologicar Treatment systeurs to shock Loads

2.3.I Shock Loads

Few biological treatment systems operate without
experiencing some shock roadings. rn the purp and paper

industry, shock loads to treatment, systems are fairly common,

and may occur in a variety of ways. The literature to date on

the characterisation of shock loads and recovery from shock

loads is covered in this section.
shock loads are norrnalry divided into two main groups:

quantitative shocks and qualitative shocks. euantitative
shocks incÌude any change in the mass loading of substrate
administered to a treatment system. eualitative shocks

involve a change in the nature of the substrate. The

substrate may become toxic or inhibitory in a quaritative
shock.

A strict qualitative shock may be applied in a variety of
$tays. An increase in the concentration of substrate that is
fed to the react,or can cause the same change in mass loading
as an increase in flow at a constant concentrat,ion. The two

effects can arso be combined. rn theory, eguivarent increases
in mass loading wirl have equivalent effects on treatment
syst,ems, regardless of the method of application. This vras

shown by Grady (L97L) in a study using mathematicar moderling
of the activated srudge process. However, experimental work
(Manickam and Gaudy, 19Bs) has shown this not to be the case.
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they found that a concentration shock produced a much greater
increase in the effluent coD than an equivalent mass load
applied with an increase in hydraulic loading. Hohrever, the
hydrauric shock v¡as more disruptive in terms of the leakage of
suspended solids. rn this study, they found that equations
based on Monod-style kinetics did not accurat,ely predict the
performance of the treatment system. They suggest that
because the compLex biorogical changes caused by a shock load
affect kinetic parameters, it may not be possible to model

shock load responses accurately with kinetic equations.
The intensity of a quantitative shock load is often

characterísed by the change in mass loading. However,

Krishnan and Gaudy (t926) found that, the intensity of the
shock, measured as a percentage increase in mass loading, is
more important in describing the event than the absolute
magnitude of the shock Ioad.

rn rnany industries, shock roads to treatment systems may

include a wide variety of quaritative loads. eualitative
shock loads require special consideration, as Èhey stress the
treatment system much more than straight quantitative shock

loads. This was found by Manickam and Gaudy (Lg7g) in a

sirnple laboratory study, with glucose-acclirnatized activated
sludge shocked with sorbitor. other researchers have rooked

at more complex quaritaÈive shock loads. santiago and Grady

(1990) performed a simuration study on the effects of shock

loads with phenol, ârr inhibitory chemicar. Lange et ar.
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(1989) looked at toxic inhibÍtion with 2-chlorophenol in a

laboratory study.

A review of the literature has shown that severar_

different, kinds of shock Load events are used by researchers.
A shock load may be applied as a rrpulserr loading. This is a

short duraÈion increase in loading, folrowed by a resumption
of the normal (pre-shock) loading. The reactor undergoes a

single disruptive event, and, then returns to pre-shock
operation over tine. Àlso conmon in the literature is a
rrstep-uprr shock load. This is a rapid or instantaneous change

to a more concentrated feed, which then becomes the normal
feed for the reactor. The system must then adjust to a new

steady state, different from pre-shock conditions. The final
kind of shock loading found in Èhe literature is the ,sÈep-up

and step-do!'¡nrr shock Ioad. The first part of this shock road.

is like Èhe 'rstep-up' shock Ioad. The concentrated feed is
maintained for a period of tine which is long enough for the
system to react to the change. The feed is then returned to
pre-shock levels, and system recovery is to pre-shock
conditions as in the pulse load, but after having experienced.
two disruptive events.

How to quant,ify the response of a system to a shock road
is an important problern. one of the most useful and practical
approaches to this problem r¡ras given by Gaudy and Gaudy

(1980). The effects of shock roads were characterised by Èhe

substrate found in the reactor effluent. Both the magnitude
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of the substrate in the effluent, and

return to normal $/ere considered.

removal efficiency, E (Z), defined in

the tixre taken for it to
This $/as done with the

the following equation:

E - t-g*l *roo (L)

The substrate concentration in the reactor effruent is s", and

the feed concentration is si. Assuming the syst,em was

functioning well prior to the shock, the response to the shock

load can be characterised by both the time taken to return to
pre-shock efficiency, and the maxímum substrate in the
effruent (s"). The indicators of an unsuccessful response

include prolonged periods of high substrate in the effluent,
a permanent breakdown of substrate removal efficiency, and an

increase in ef f luent suspend.ed solids.
These criteria are used in some form by most researchers

for the conparison of various treaÈment syst,ems, and to define
what gives a better response. However, in order t,o gain a

better understanding of whaÈ is happening in the system during
shock loading and recovery, some characterisation of biomass

and growth are conmon. Most often, the suspend.ed solids or
volatile suspended solids are monitored for this purpose.

some studies have arso nonitored protein and carbohydrate t,o

observe changes in biomass composition (Krishnan and Gaudy

L976, Manickam and Gaudy t979).
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2.3.2 Mininizing Shock Load Effects
rt is generally accepted that the best way to

minimize Èhe disruptive effects of a shock road is to provide
sufficient egualization prior to biological treatment.
However, there are practical linitations to how much

equalization is possible. Therefore, biological treatment
systems should be designed to miniurize the effects of shocks
(Santiago and Grady, 1990).

A shock road by definition creat,es a rapid change in the
environment wíthin a treatment system. Under normal treatment
conditions, a comprex ecorogical barance exists within Èhe

treatment, system. The shock load upsets this balance
dramaticarly. This upset has been noted as the main source of
operational difficulty after a shock load (Gaudy and Gaudy,

1980). The microorganisms that are well suited. to the normar-

operating conditions may be very poorly suited to the
transient conditions. Therefore, microorganisms that, could
have functioned very welr in both the pre- and post-shock
environment may be diluted out of the sysÈem due to their
inability to compete during the transient. This means that
after a shock load, there may be a drastic change in the
environment. The ecological upset aft,er a shock load can
resuLt in prolonged instabirity of the treatment system. rn
a study of phenol-acclinated activated sludge systems, Rozich
and Gaudy (1983) noted drarnatic ecological changes after shock
loading, coupled with proronged instability. rnstability
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after a shock was also noted by Manickam and Gaudy (l_985) in
their experimental work with non-toxic shock loads.

Considerable research has been undertaken to determine

what parameters affect, shock load response. Research incrudes

mathemat,ical studies, using combinations of standard kinetic
equations and computer nodelling to predicÈ the response of
various systems to shock loads. These studies often Look at
varying parameters such as hydraulic retention time and sludge

age. Many experimental studÍes have also been reported in the

literature. These form the basis for our current
understanding of shock loadings.

Experimental work studying the effects of shock loads on

activated sludge have been undertaken by several researchers.

The largest, single body of work is that of Gaudy and his
associates. His experimental work has typically ínvolved

laboratory scale reactors treating synthetic, defined wastes.

rn a sunmary of his published and unpublished findings, it is
st,ated that, rrslower growing, higher aged, more mature

populations are better poised to respond to a variety of
changes in the environmental conditions, (Manickam and Gaudy,

L979). rn this paper, three explanations for the benefits of
order sludge are postulated. Firstly, in an older system,

more aut,odigestion is occurring. The death and rysis of order
cells means that pre-formed organic co-factors wirr be more

avairable in an older system than they would be in a younger

system. This would presumably aid in growth. secondly, in an
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older system, there is a greater diversity of species. This

is thought to make more cells available that are well suited

to the new environment created by the shock load. Final1y, as

a function of the longer solids retention time, the total

number of cells available vtill be greater. This means that

even if large numbers of cells are killed off in the shock

event, Èhere will still be a good number remai-ning f or

digestion. Taken t,ogether, these factors are characterised as

a more rrbalancedrr ecosystem, which is more dif f icult to

disturb from its normal operation.

Considerable support for the benefits of longer solids

retention times and the inherent older populations exists in

the literature. A mathematical simulation study of shock

loads conducted by Grady (L97l-) concluded that the }ower the

growth rate (that is, the higher the solids retention time)

prior to the shock Ioad, the better the response of the

system. Mclrellan and Busch (1969) concluded that the mass of

substrate in the treatment system effluent after a shock can

be reduced through operation with increased solids

concentrations in the reactor. This is equivalent to a

greater sludge age. In another experimental study Lav¡rence

and Sherrard (\975) found that poor sludge settling occurred

after shocks at low SRT. They also found that changes in the

solids retention time were far more inportant, in the

mitigation of shock disturbances than $tere changes in the

hydraulic retention time. In a theoretical study of the
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biodegradation of shock loads using inhibitory substances,

Santiago and Grady (1991) found that higher solids retention
times reduced the maximum concentration of soluble substrate

discharged after a shock Ioad, and also reduced the t,otal mass

of substrate discharged. The authors found that in general,

solids retention times were far more import,ant than hydrauric

retention times. From this, they concluded that greater

solids retention provided more biomass Èo act against the

shock, whereas hydraulic effects only provided more dilution.
In experimental work with a t,oxic, inhibitory substrate, Lange

et al. (1989) found that elevated biomass moderaÈed. toxic
inhibition. They noÈed that, increasing the mean ceII
retention Èime is the most conmon method of darnping transitory
inhibitions.

The general consensus in the papers discussed so far is
that a higher sludge age or greater biomass concentration

confers a better response to shock loads. However, some

benefits of lower sludge ages have been report,ed.

Particularly interesting are the results of Selna and

schroeder (1978). They conducted experimental work with
activated sludge treating a complex waste. They operated the

system at solids retention times of 5 and l-O days.

Administering shock loads with intensit,ies between 2.gS and

7.25 times the regular feed concentration, they found that
doubling the solids retention time to 10 days provided no

obvious benefit compared to the 5 day ret,ention time. From
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the data presented in their paper, it appears that at the

lower shock loads (approximately three times the regular
influent concentration), the system with the 10 day solids
retention tine shows less leakage of COD in the effluent.
However, as the magnitude of the shock increases towards seven

times the regrular influenÈ, the systems operated at, the lower

retention time are disturbed a slight but noticeable amount

Iess than those at the longer retention.
While the work of Gaudy generally showed the advantages

of higher sludge ages, his study with Krishnan (1976) showed

some benefits of low sludge age. Looking at simple

quantitative shock loads, they found that slow growth rates
(equivalent to high sludge ages) may lessen the tot,aL shock

mass loading capability of the system, measured as unit mass

of substrate per day, per unit of reactor capacity. They

found that the higher growth rate of young sludge wourd give

it a greater capacity to consume substrate per unit mass.

They expected this advantage t,o be outweighed by the greater

concentration of biomass in an ol-der system.

In a later study (Krishnan and Gaudy, 1995), it was

observed that systems with low biomass depend on microbial
growth to respond to a shock load. Older systems exhibited a

growth rate hysteresis, also t,ermed a kinetic Iag. This meant

that the systen did not, immediately respond to a change in the

substrate availability with a change in growth. However, in
the systems with high bionass studied, the response to the
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shock road was even bett,er than was predicted for a system

where growth rate was immediately affected by substrate. This
vras ascribed to therrimmediate oxidative assimiration of
substrate by the biomass, and its conversion to storagre

product,s rather than growth'rr or biosorption.
At young sludge ages, the amount of biomass present in

the reactor is less than at older ages. There is, therefore
less biomass availabl-e for inrnediate biosorption of the shock

load. However, at high sludge ag:es, more of the biomass wilr
be dead or dying, and it will be poised to respond to the
shock in a more sluggish manner (Gaudy and Gaudy, L98O).

Experimental and theoretical work stud.ies often show that
the advantages of high sludge ages for a shock road outweigh

the advantages of low ages. However, experimentar and

theoreticar studies nay not accurately refrect ind.ustrial
conditions. some evidence suggests that in industrial
applicat, j-ons, treatment systems with faster growth rates are
better suited to shock loads. This has been found by surrivan
(L992), over eight years of experience with biological
treatment systems used in a wide variety of American

industries. His experience repeatedly showed that problems

wiÈh shock roadings could be mitigated through operation with
faster growth rates in the biologicar systems. Fast growth in
a treatment syst,em was estabrished by operating at lower sRT,

with a high F/vt ratio. while this does increase the
productj.on of sludge, it results in irnproved response t,o shock
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loads.

Shock loads of various types are a part of industrial and

urunicipal treatment conditions. Mitigation of these shock

loads is best done through equalization. Ho$¡ever, design of
treatment, systems should also consider biological factors that
may mitigate the effects of shock loads. Much experimental

and theoretical work point,s to the advantages of high sludge

ages for Èhe mitigat,ion of shock effects. However, some

experiments and Índustrial experience suggest that lower

sludge ages and the inherent faster growth rates may be

better.
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2.4 SUMI,ÍARY

The Kraft process of pulp and paper production produces

a liquid waste stream. The waste includes toxic compounds,

suspended sorids, biodegradable organics and chrorinat,ed
organics from the bJ-eaching process. This waste can be

successfully treated biologicalJ-y, using aerated lagoons or
activaÈed sludge.

The sBR process is a flexible type of activated slud.ge

treatment. rt has been used in a variety of industrial
apprications, incruding the treatment of strong, inhibitory,
or highly variable wastes. SBR operat,ion selects
microorganisms better suited to variable conditj-ons. Batch

operat,ion also provides greater flexibility for the control of
the process. These attributes make sBRs attractive for the
treatment of pulp and paper waste.

Most treatment systems are subjected to shock loads

during their operation. shock loads may be qualitative or
quantit,ative. shock loads may include combinations of
hydraulic or concentration changes, and subst,rates of a toxic
or inhibitory naÈure. Research into the effects of shock

loads on biologicar treatment systems has been done, through
both laboratory and computer simulation studies. simulat,ion
studies cannot account for the environmental upseÈ that is
found after a shock load. Experimentar stud.ies of sinple
shock loading situations have generarly found that longer
solids retention tirnes rnitigate the ef fects of shock loads.
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Some experimental work and industrial experience suggests that
under more intense shock loadings, the demonstrated faster
growth and greater efficiency of younger sludge leads to
better recovery.

The experiment,al work in this study was designed to look

at the treatment of waste from an integrated bleached Kraft
pulp and paper nill, under shock loading conditions. Both

aerated lagoons and activated sludge hrere studied. The

activated sludge system used was an SBR, due to the

demonstrated advantages of the SBR under shock loadings, and

its potential for application in the pulp and paper industry.
The study looked at the responses of treatment systems shocked

several times at different intensities with wastes from a putp

and paper mill, as opposed to the synthetic wastes used in the

typical studies by other researchers. fn view of the

1íterature, biological system recovery v¡as studied wíth
particular attention to the effects of SRT on shock response.
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CHAPTER EXPERIMENTÀL OBJECTIVES AND METHODOLOGY

3.1 Experimental Objectives

The urain objective of this study vras to rook at the
response t,o shock loads in aerated lagoons and sequencing

batch reactors, treating an industrial waste. Many industrial
wastes tend to have a comprex or poorly defÍned composition.

This contrasts to the synthetic wastes used in past studies of
shock loadings. The study was designed to investigate:
1. The effect of sRTs varied from 5 to 40 days on the
recovery from shocks.

2. How the performance of lagoons compared to that of
sequencing batch reactors after shock loads.

3. The effect of nultiple shocks on treatment systems.

4. The effects of shocks of noderate and severe intensity.

The objectives of this study r.rere developed with respect
to the conditions found in the pulp and paper industry. hiaste

from an integrated Kraft pulp and paper rnirr was used in the
experimental work. since aerated 1agoons are the most colnmon

form of secondary treatmenÈ in the North American purp and.

paper indusÈry, their response to shock loads are studied
along with those of activat,ed sludge. Due to changes in
regurations, many ni1ls are nor,rr rooking at treating waste with
activated sludge systems. sequencing batch reactors are
particularry well suited to unsteady loadings, and also have
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the potential to be used as upgrades for existj-ng aeraLed

lagoons. They are therefore the activated srudge system

studied.

3.2 Experimental- Methods

To meet the aims of this study, raboratory scale reactors
srere used to study the shock load responses of various

treatment systems. over a period of roughly eight months,

four sequencing batch reacÈors and one lagoon r¡¡ere operated.

continuously. These treatment systems were accl-irnatized over

a period of severaÌ weeks to typical Kraft mill waste water.

After acclimation, the systems v¡ere subject to shock roadings

with stronger waste frorn the same Kraft nilr. The recovery of
each treatment system v¡as monitored. After stead.y stat,e

operation had been reestablished, the reactors hrere shocked.

again under different condiÈions. Four different shocks hrere

applied over the course of the experirnent.

3.2.L. Àpparatus

rrrustrated in Figure 2 is a typical reactor used in
the experimental work as either a sequencing batch reactor or
a lagoon. The plexiglass cylinders that made up the reactors
vtere 6 mm thick, with an outside diameter of l-19 nm, and an

interior height of roughry  zs nm. This made for a total
possible volume of about 4 liters. The effluent line was

rocated at the two liter lever in the cylinder. Each cylinder
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rested on a can-Lab variabre speed nagnetic stirrer. The

stirrer eras adjusted to run just fast, enough to ensure
comprete nixing of the reactor cont,ents. Excessive speed.

would result in shearing of the flocs.
Each cyri-nder was aerated r¡ith a porus stone air

diffuser. The diffusers vrere connected to a pressurized
laboratory air supply. À filter/dust trap was ad.d.ed to the
air suppry- This prevented dust from entering the air rines
to the reactor, and potenÈially clogging the aeration st,ones.
Some clogging of the aeration stones occurred due to biomass
growth. Because of Èhis growth, the stones had to be cleaned
regularly by hand scrubbing, or occasionally by soaking with
acid. Each air supply was individually controllable, to al1ow

Tlmer4ontolled
Alr supply 

i

Influent Une

4 Uter PleÍgless Cyllnder

2lJter Level
Conûolled Effluent

Une

Sample Port
Aereflon Stone

Tlmer€onbolled
Megneuc Süner

Figure 2: Typical SBR or Lagoon Reactor
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fine tuning of air delivery to the reactors, based on

dissolved oxygen readings.

Two temperature controlled Econaj-r environmental chambers

vlere used in this experiment. The first was kept at 40 C, and

!ÌIas used to store the Kraft, Mill effluent used for the shock

loads and regular feeding. The Ìow temperature prevented

degradation of the waste strength during storag:e (Standard

Methodsi APHA et al. 1992). The second environmental chamber

v¡as kept between 20 and 23o C, and housed most, of the

experimental apparatus, including the reactors. Raw waste was

transported from the cold chamber to the reactors by means of
Cole-Parmer peristaltic pumps with Masterflex heads and

variable speed controllers. One pump was used for the lagoon,

and another pump, wíth four heads, h¡as used for the remaining

four reactors. The variable speed controllers were calibrated

to deliver the desired amount of waste to the reactors. It
was not possible t,o control this amount exactly throughout the

experiment, as growth would occur within the lines and irnpede

flow. The lines r¡rere cleaned or replaced whenever such

obstruction was noticed.

Reactor effluent was removed through a port at the 2

Iiter level of each cylinder. A nulti-head pump, of the same

type used for the feed of influent, controlled effluent
removal. Effluent from each dayrs operation was stored in
individual containers. This effluent, was kept for analysis.

A tiner was used to control the operation of all air supplies,
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punps, and mixers. Timer-controlled operation was needed to
maintain the desired operat,ing cycles. These cycres are

discussed later.
3.2.2. Experimental Media

The Boise cascade bLeached Kraft pulp and paper mill in
Fort Frances ontario provided the rar,r waste used in the
experimentar work. composite sampres of nill effluents and.

settling pond effl-uents were corlected in twenty litre pails,
and shipped to the universiÈy of Manitoba. A shipment vras

received at the start of each experimental run. Each shiprnent

consisted of typical rnill waste, with an soc concenÈration of
300 to 500 mg/L, and a bucket of particularly strong milr
effluent, with a concentration 3 or more times higher. During

the first experimental run, the stronger effruent was used to
shock the reactors, and the normal waste vras used for the
regular feed. After the first experiment, arl buckets of
regular feed r¡¡aste v¡ere mixed together in a single large
container, t,o help ensure a more even concentration of regurar
feed.

Pulp and paper nilI wastes normally have quite row

concentrations of nitrogen and phosphorus. These elements are
essential nutrients for the microorganisms used t,o degrade the
waste. since a nutrient deficiency could int,erfere with the
operation of the reactors, and thus our study, nutrients r¡rere

added to the waste prior to treatment. According to
Eckenfelder and orconner (1966), at a BoD:N:p ratio of too:5:1
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nutrients is sufficient. As the wast,e had a BOD typically in
the range of 2OO mg/L, roughJ-y 3 ng/L phosphorus Ìi/as added in
the form of orthophosphate. Ammonium nitrogien !úas added at
about 10 to t2 mg/L.

The initial rnicroorganism seed for the five reactors used

in this experiment came from previously operated batch

reactors in the same laboratory. These reactors had been used

in oLher studies on activated sludge treating Kraft nill
wastes.
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3.3. Experinent Operation

3 . 3 . 1. Ex¡lerirnental PIan

Figure 3 shows in schematic form the overall layout used

throughout the experiment, with the influent stored in the 4o

C chanber, and the 5 reactors operated in paralleI. Reactor

1 was operated as a lagoon throughout the experiment, r¡hile
the remaini.ng reactors erere operated as SBRs. After the

initial acclimation of the sludge, there were four separate

experimental runs, each consisting of a shock load followed by

a period of recovery. The nominal operaÈing conditions in
each reactor during the shock loads are summarized in the

table below. The first three shock loads were alL rnoderate

shocks, approxinately three t,j.ne the concentration of the

regular feed, while the fourth was a severe shock load, eight
t,j.mes the reg"ular f eed concentration.

Notes:
€ludge ls removed

manually
fumps ere Umer

conbolled

Effluent Effluent Effluent

Figure 3: Schematic of the Experimental Setup
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Shock Load
(Concentration
Change)

I (3x) rr (3x) III (3x) Iv (8x)

Reactor (SRT) HRT HRT HRT HRT

Lagoon R1 (4.5 d) 4.5 d 4.5 d 4.5 d 4.5 d

sBR R2 (s d) 4.5 d 1.s d r_.5 d 1.s d
SBR R3 (10 d) 4.5 d 1.5 d 1.5 d 1.s d

SBR R4 (20 d) 4.5 d 1.5 d 1.5 d 1.5 d
sBR Rs (40 d) 4.5 d 1.5 d 1.5 d 1.5 d

Tab1e 1: Nominal Operating Conditions During Shock Loads.

As can be seen in the table, the initial shock load

occurred at a hydraulic retention time (HRT) of 4.5 days in
all of the reactors. This HRT was changed to L.5 days in all
of the SBRs for subsequent tests. Each reactor was operated

at the same nominal SRT throughout the study.

3.3.2. Automatic SBR and Lagoon Operations

The SBR cycle used in reactors 2 through 4 is shown in
Figure 4. Each cycle was eight hours in duration, and

coilrmenced when the raw waste was pumped from the cool chamber

into the reactor. Once the appropriate amount (depending on

the desired HRT) had been added, the tiner shut off the pumps

and switched on the aeration and mixing devices for 6 hours.

During this time, the waste mixed and reacted with the

biomass. At the end of the rnixing period, the timer switched

off the aerator and mixer, and the contents of the reactor
$rere all-owed to settle. This separat,ed the biomass fron the
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Figure 4: The Sequencing Batch Heactor (SBF) Cycle

treated supernatant. At the end of the 1.5 hour settling
period, the effluent, pump started, and the clarified
supernatant was decanted out to the effluent bottles. The

effluent pumps lrere then deactívated by the tiner, and the

influent pumps r¡rere turned on, completing the cycle

The lagoon was operated in a sinilar manner to the SBRs,

but was continuously ¡nixedr so Èhat the HRT and SRT r¡ere

ident,j.cal. Operating the lagoon r{ith cyclj.c feeding and

aeraÈion in parallel with the SBR was done to make the results
more comparable. For instance, êt a HRT of 4.5 days, the

Iagoon r¡til1 provided sludge erith an average age of 4.5 days,

Iâthereas one SBR may provide 20 day o1d sludge. However, both
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systems T¡ril1 have been fed in the same manner, and have been

oxygenated for the same duration.

3.3.3. Solid and Hydraulic Retent,ion Time Control

As discussed, the Solids Retentíon Tiine (SRT) t or mean

sludge âgê, is an important factor affecting the response of
treatment systems to a shock load. The SRT is a measure of
the average age of microorganism in the reactor. Since part
of the experimental aim was t,o observe the influence of SRT on

shock load recovery, it was irnportant, to establish and control
the desired SRT in each reactor. The basic principle of

mainÈaining the desired SRT is quite simple. To keep the

sludge age at, for example 40 days, one ensures that 1/40th of
the biomass is removed each day. Monitoring the solids
entering and leaving the reactor, as well as the solids in the

reactor, allows such a determination t,o be made. For this
experiment, wast,ing of solids r¡ras done manuaIly. Every day a

volume of completely nixed reactor contents, containing the

desired amount of solids, would be rernoved from each reactor
and allowed to settle for at least a half hour. The clarified
supernatant would then be returned to the reactor, and the

settled solids disposed of. The formula used to determine the

volume of mixed contents to be removed for seÈtIing each day

is shown in eguat,ion (2) .
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v*(c*)-:b(ct) - vr(c,)
.9Rrvw - Q)

Where:

SRT= So1ids Retent,ion Tine (days)

CR= Solids concentration in the reactor (ng/L)

CE= Solids concentration in the reactor effluent (mg/t)

Ci= Solids concentration in the influent (ng/L)

VR: Volume of the reactor (t)

Vr= Volume passing through reactor (influent/effluent) (L/d)

Vr= Vo1u¡ne to be removed from fu1ly mixed reactor each day

for desired SRT to be achieved (t/d).

The term V''CR gÍves the amount of biomass wasted each day in
mg/d. This calculation and the subsequent waste removal was

made on a daily basis, with the ¡nost recent data available.

The relevant data were collect,ed daily or every other day,

depending on operating conditions.

Occasionally, the caLculation gave a negat,ive value for
Vw. The physical interpretation of this was that more solids
were being removed from the system than can be removed while

maintaining the desired SRT. This loss of react,or solids in
the effluent, tlrpically reflected some upset, within the

reactor. Under such condit,ions, reactors were left to recover

while being nonitored. Once solids retention in excess of the

targeted solids retent,ion resumed, the daily wasting al-so

resumed"

CR
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The hydraulic retention time was adjusted through control
of the influent pumps. The pumps s¡ere calibrated to deliver
the appropriate amount of waste each eight hour cycle to
obtain the desired HRT. For a 4.5 day HRT with a 2000 mI

reactor, the design daily influent, volume was 444 mL, ot 148

mI per cycle. Similarly for the 1.5 day HRT used in the SBRs

during the second third and fourth shock loads, the design

feed volume per reactor h/as 1333 mI per day, or 444 nl per

cycle. In practice, control of the HRT v¡as less precise

because of perpetual problems with biomass growth in the feed

lines interfering with flow. The actual HRTs, based on the

daÍIy effluent volumes, are included in the results section.

3.3.4. Shock Load Application

In the experimental study, shock loads v¡ere applied as a

pulse increase j-n feed concentration, measured as SOC. This

increase was applied in essentially an instantaneous fashion,

although due to the nature of the SBR process, it could also

be considered a short term step-up and step-down loading.

The shock solution v/as cuLled from a reserved supply of

strong mill effluent, similar to that which v¡ou1d cause a

shock to a treatment system in an actual ¡ni1l. To administer

the shock, the regular feed was disconnected, and after the

treated supernatant from the previous cycle had been removed,

the reactor r¡ras refilled with the strong rnill waste. The

actual application of the shock is therefore essentially
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instantaneous. Hovrever, since no new feed enters the reactor

until the next cycle eight hours later (when regular feed

resumes), the shock can also be considered a step increase in
loading with an eight hour duratíon.

3.3.5. Testing Procedures and Schedule

3.3.5.1 Tota1 Suspended Solids and Effluent Volumes

Total Suspended Solids (TSS) were normally determined

every other day, although at some parts of the experiment they

!,¡ere monitored daily. The TSS r./as determined for the fully
mixed reactor contents, âs v¡elI as the feed and effluent.
Determination r\ras carried out in accordance with Standard

Methods (APHA et â1., 1992) ,sections 2540 A and D (total

suspended solids dried at 103-105o C), usj-ng Gooch crucibles,
and glass fibre microfilters with a 0.45 pm pore size. Every

day, the total daily effluent volume from each reactor vras

measured, prior to t,esting for suspended solids. The daily
effluent volume and the most recent suspended solids data was

then used in sludge wasting calculations.

3.3.5.2 SoIubIe Organic Carbon

Soluble Organic Carbon (SOC) was the main paramet,er used

in characterising waste strength. Organic carbon rernoval

based on the effluent, SOC was used to describe the efficiency

and recovery of the reactors. SOC r¡as checked at the same

time as TSS (daily or every other day), using a Dohrmann

Carbon Analyzer. Filtered sarnples of both the raw wasÈe
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(influent,) and treated waste (effluent) trere analyzed.

Some experimentation was needed to get consistent results
in the carbon analysis. Initially, testing vras d.one on

samples filtered during the determination of TSS. Later, a

combination of a syringe and a 0.45 ¡tL disposable screw-on

filter was felt, to give better samples, and a more flexible
sampling procedure. These samples vrere then acidified with
phosphoric acid (H3PO4) inrnediately prior to a 2 minuÈe

aeration period. Following this, the aerated sampJ-es r¡rere

ímmediately injected in 200 uL sarnples to the carbon analyzer.

It was found that adding acid to the samples (part of the

standard procedure with the carbon analyzer) caused a visible
precipitation of partículate matter. Within about five
minutes of acidification, a film of particles cou1d. clearly be

observed on the surface of the sample, and the previously

uniform sample showed a distinct darkening in the lower half,
and lightening in the upper half. After some experimentat,ion,

it hras found that aerating the sample immediately after
acidification prevented visible coagulation of the colloidal
naterial in the sample. Injection of the sample iinmediately

after aeration then provided the most consistent results.
3.3 .5.3 Microscopic Examínation

Microscopic examinations !,¡ere made on mixed samples from

each reactor throughouÈ the experiment. These examinations

gave a qualitative understanding of reactor conditions. Some

of the information gained included the nature of the bact,erial
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flocs present, the presence of filamentous growth, and the

higher organisms present. For the higher organisms, it was

possible to determine the type of organisrn(s) present, and the

general size and diversity of the microbial population. The

examj-nations were carried out on live, vlet mount slides, under

a light, microscope at a magnification of 600x. The

information obtained is included in Appendix A.

3.3.5.4 Operating Tests

Several times per shock load, the S1udge Vo1ume Index

(SVf) was determined. This was done on fuIly mixed samples of

the reactor cont,ents, ês per Standard Methods section 27LO D

(APHÃ,, L992) .

To ensure that the aeraÈion system hras supplying

sufficient oxygen to meet the demands of the shock loaded

system, dissolved oxygen was tested approximately weekly. The

test hras carried out during the aeration phase of the SBR

cycle, using a calibrated YSf model 5l-B oxygen meter.

Temperature was checked at the same time dissolved oxygen was

measured, using a good quality mercury filled thermometer, as

per Standard Methods 2550 B (APHA, L992).

Monitoring of the pH was done typically once a week. The

pH of the influent was tested, alongi v¡ith that of mixed

samples of the reactor contents, and of treated effluent,
using a Corning Scientific Instrurnents Model 5 pH meter.
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3.4 Analytical Methods

Under non-steady loading conditions, much of the

traditional analysis for activated sludge becomes more

difficult. Many of the parameters that can be used to
characterise a steady state system, such as the food to
microorganism (F:M) ratio, or the specific substrate

utilization rate (U), keep changíng over time. Many of the

parameters can stilL be found or estimated, by applying an

understanding of the kinetics of the shock load.

One of the most basic charact,eristics of a biological
reactorrs performance is the removal of substrate by

biological consumption. Under non-shock loadincr

circumstances, this is simply the difference between the

substrate concentration in the influent (So), and the effluent
concentration, S. After a shock loading siÈuation, this is no

longer true. Instead, the term (So-S), must be replaced by a
t,erm that indicates the difference between the effluent
concentration that would be expected if no biological
consumption occurs, and that which actually occurs. Figure 5

illustrates this point, showing the dil-ution curve that
represents the expected effluent concentration after the shock

without consumption, much as So did prior to the shock load.

The difference between this dilution curve and the actual

effluent concentration is the biological consumpt,ion that is
represented by So-S in equations.
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Returning to parameters such as U, and E (the process

efficiency), it can be seen from the equations below that in
order to det,ermine these parameters, a dilution model is
needed.

<, _q
lT = -o "- @Rnx

Where X is the concentration of biomass in

E = -o= - x 100
ùo

I{hat, is needed is an



sequencing batch process such as our

model, and inforrnation on the initial
reactors, the biological consumptíon

üIith the addition of data for S, X and

and control relationships such U can

reactors. Ivith such a

SOC concentrat,ion in the

can be determined.

HRT, the process design

be determined-

3.4. i_ The Dilution Model

The dilution model is a straight forward recursive
formura, which considers the reactor to be fully mixed, and

the effl-uent concentration to be a function of the mass of
substrate currently in the reactor, the mass removed in the
effluent, and the mass added in the infLuent. The formura
derived from this approach is shown below.

Sn*1 =
SnV* + SooVn*t

Vp + V¡¡*a
(s)

Where;

V*= Volume of the reactor ttl.
vn+1= Volume of effluent, from the reactor on day n+1 [L],
which is the same as the infruent to the reactor on day n.
son= The concentration of the influent on day n trng/Ll.
Srr= The concentration in the reactor on day n [mg/L].

rn order to verify this model, a tracer study v¡as run
with one of the sBRs, using nethylene brue as a tracer. The

react,or was initially firled with water having a methylene
blue concentration of 2.s mg/L. The reactor r{as then fed
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automatically r¡tith deionized water, using the same equipment

set-up and cycle as hras used during the main experiment.

samples r{ere kept frorn the effl-uent jug each day, and the
volume of effluent recorded. The initial concentration and

the daily effluent volumes vtere used to predict concentrations
in the effluent jug each day. The predicted values showed

excellent agreement with the values obtained in the testing.
The concentration of methylene brue was determined using a

Bausch & Lomb spectronic 20 spectrophotometer. Detailed
results from the tracer study are incruded in the appendix.
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CHAPTER 4: RESTILTS AND DISCUSSION

This chapter covers all major results from the
experimentar work done in this study. A comprete risting of
the experimental data is included in the appendj.x. This

chapt,er is divided into three main sections. The first
section (4.1) looks at the results from shock load Í., the
second (4.2) at results from shock l-oads II and III, and the

third (4.3) at the results from shock load IV.

4.L Shock Load I
fn this section, the results from the first shock loading

of the treatment systems are reported and discussed. During

this phase of the experiment,, the normal influent, to the

reactors had an average strength of 459 mg/L, measured as

soc. The sample standard deviation of the samplesl

concentration was 55 mg/L, which shows that the regutar
influent vras fairly consistent. The concenÈration of the

strong niII waste used to shock the treatment systems was 1229

mg/L SOC. The shock was adninistered on November 6 t992. The

shock was applied by removing one lit,er of supernatant after
a settling phase, and replacing it, with one liter of the

strong effluent. This translates into a mass load on the day

of the shock that averaged 7.L7 times the mass load on a

normal day. The standard deviat,ion of this average was 0.69.

This reflects slightly different pre-shock mass loads in each

of the reactors, due to the small variance of hydraulic
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retention tines. The change in concentration from the regular
feed to the shock feed was 2.2 times. Data characterizing the
shocks is incruded in the appendix. The intended HRT and sRT

for this triaL are shown in Table 1 in the Methods section.
The following table shows the actual operating cond.itions

obtained during the run, incruding the rnixed-liquor suspended

solids (MLSS) prior to the shock.

Tabre 2z Experimental operating conditions for theFirst Shock Load.

The variation of the HRT fron the noninal HRT of 4.5 days

was due to the difficulty in accurately controrling the
peristaltic feed pumps. Despite monthJ-y cleaning, bacterial
growth in the feed tines caused the flow to change over tirne.
The pre-shock sorids levers represent averages for several
days prior to the shock.
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Reactor HRT (Days) SRT (Days) MLSS (ng/L)
Pre-Shock

Lagoon Rl 5.L 5.L 508

SBR R2 4.6 5 542
SBR R3 4.2 10 LOz6

SBR R4 4.8 20 1581
SBR R5 5.6 40 227 0



4. 1. 1.

Efficiency"

Rate of Recovery to Pre-shock Treatment

Following the reconmendations of Gaudy and Gaudy (L990),

the rat,e of recovery to pre-shock treatment revels was used as

one of the main parameters to characterise shock road

response. The recovery t,irne r^ras considered the tirne taken by

the system to return to iÈs pre-shock removar efficiency.
using this as a criteria had several advantages. rt provided
practical information, as the tine a reactor wourd be

functioning poorry after a shock load would be of great
importance from an operational point of view. rt also
provided a usefur rerative characterization of the degree to
which the ecosystem in a biologicar reactor had been

disrupted. Prolonged instability of operation after a shock

load had been described by several researchers (Rozich and

Gaudy 1985, Manickam and Gaudy 1985). The time taken to
recover indicated how long the biological upset lasted.

Recovery was characterízed through two time intervars,
the time to 5o ? recovery (tso) and the time to 90 ? recovery
(t90). Both of these were carculated on the basis of the mass

removar of soc. Figure 6 summarizes this data for a1r

reactors after shock load r. Graphs of effluent soc versus

tine rrere used to develop this figure. These graphs are

included ín the appendix. The first corumn on the reft of
Figure 6 shows the 50 and 90 å recovery times for the ragoon,

with it,s nominar sRT of 4.s days. The remaining columns show
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the recovery tines
retention t,imes from

for the SBR's,

5 t,o 40 days.

operating at sol j.ds

.t

16

14

1

10

90o/o Recov
5oolo Becov.Ð10æ

Nominal Solids Retention T'îme (Days)

Figure 6: illustration of the Tme Taken for Hecovery From
A Moderate Shock Load at HFìT=4.S Davs

Looking at the sBRts in Figure 6, one can see that tlrere
tJas a tendency for longer recovery times as sRT increased.
This trend emerged at 5o å recovery, and became more expJ.icit
at 90å recovery. At a Low sRT, the rnicroorganisms in the
reactor were by definition youngrer and. faster growing Èhan at
a higher sRT. This fast growth results in rapid. response to
changing conditions, such as those due to a shock road.

virtually the same amount of time was required for soå

recovery for reactors operating at sRTs of 20 and. 40 d.ays. rt
t,ook considerably longer, however, for the reactor with the
longer sRT to reach the point of go z recovery. This suggests
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that Èhe initial recovery came about through the actions of
the fast gror¡¡ers in the system. More complete recovery

required the recovery of the srow grovrers. This necessarily
took longer.

Comparing the lagoon to the SBR, it can be seen that even

at very sinilar operat,ing conditions with respect to HRT and

sRT, the sBR recovered from the shock significantly faster.
Except for the mode of operaÈion, all other parameters v¡ere

quite similar (reactor solids, dissolved oxygen, pH,

efcetera). The advantage in terms of rate of recovery seemed

to be a function of the mode of operation. As discussed in
the literature review, the sBR mode of operation has been

shown t,o have certain advantages under shock 1oad conditions.
Micro-organisms selected by the sBR had a higher concentrat,ion

of RNA (rrvine, 1985), and lrere thus prepared for faster
growth and recovery. The micro-organisms retained in an sBR

hrere accustomed to low-leveI transients, part of typical
operation for the sBR. The organisms thus selected may then

be better suit,ed to the high level transienÈ of a shock road.

4.t.2. Maximum Organic Carbon in Effluent
Knowledge of the extent of maximum leakage of organic

carbon to the effl-uent is important in describing the effect
the shock load has on the treatment system. This parameter

gives some idea of the instantaneous effect of the shock road.

on the treatment, system. Depending on regulatory rimits, it
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may be very inportant, operationarly to limit peak discharges.

Gaudy and Gaudy (1980) suggest, that maximum leakage nay be

used as well as time to recovery for the characterisation of
shock load response. Note that in the experiment,, the lagoon

was operated in a sequencing bat,ch mode, in parallel with the
sBRs. Peak effluents from the sBR can therefore be compared

to those of the lagoon.

Figure 7 shows the peak soc recorded in the effluent for
each reactor after the shock load. This figure shows that in
the sBRs, the greatest effluent leakage (811 ng/L soc)

occurred from the sBR with the lowest sRT, 5 days. The

leakage steadily decreased with increases in sRT, to a low of
554 ng/L SOC at a SRT of 40 days.

4.5 5 10 æ Q
SRT (days)

Figure 7: SOC Leakage the Day After the First Shock Load
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A partiar expranation for this trend may be the effect of
biomass concentration. rmmediate, non-digestive uptake by the
bionass has been demonstrated as a part of shock road response

(Manickam and Gaudy, 1985). since initiar leakage was ress in
reactors with a higher biomass, this rnay be partry due to such

uptake by the biomass. However, this does not exprain lower

leakage in the lagoon when compared to the sBR operated at
sinitar sol-ids Levers. The effect of pre-shock treatment

efficiencies may also be a factor, âs the lagoon provided

srightly better effluent than the cornparabre sBR prior to the
shock (by about 50 ng/L). The differences in pre-shock

treatment efficiencies did not seem to be large enough to
explain the differences in substrate leakage.

rn the laboratory system, mixing r^ras virtualry ideal. As

a result, even with a 4.5 day hydrauric retention time, peaks

in effruent concentration were seen the day after the shock.

rn contrast, a full scare treatment system in a pulp and paper

milI wourd be treating a very large volume of wastewater. rn
this case, mj.xing wourd be incomplete, and peaks would take a

ronger time to work through the system. Despite Èhis

difference, the effect of non-digestive uptake of subsÈrate on

biomass should still be evident in the larger syst,em. Greater

biomass concentrations wouLd still result, in great,er uptake

and less immediate substrat,e leakage.
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4.L.3. Effect of Shock on Mixed Liquor Suspended Solids

Examination of the response of the mixed liquor suspended

solids (MLSS) after the shock indicates the effect of the

shock on the reactor contents. Figure I shor¡¡s the behaviour

of the solids over tine before and after the first shock Ioad..

The relative solids levels v¡ere about what would be expected

based on SRT, where the highest solids levels corresponded to
the longest, SRT. The data from this graph is given a brief
statistical analysis in Tab1e 3.

Table 3: Statistical analysis of MLSS for the
first shock load,

Reactor Pre - Shock Post - Shock

Average
(ns/L)

Std. Dev. n Average
(ng/L)

std.
Dev.

n

RL 508.8 L27 .6 I 6r-8.3 L27 .4 18

R2 542.5 t24.9 I 488.3 83.3 l_8

R3 1026.3 160.4 I 885. 6 L26.3 l_8

R4 1581. 3 237.3 8 L243.9 272.7 18

R5 2270.O ]-62.4 I t923.9 258.2 18
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Figure g: MLSS Before and After First shock Load

Figure I shor,¡s that the solids had achieved a roughly

steady state in the reactor prior t,o the shock load

application. After the application of the shock, it is clear

that the solids in several of the SBRs decreased. Data in
Table 3 showed that for each SBR, the average post-shock

solids level qras lor¡er than that of the averag:e pre-shock

solids. fn contrast, the lagoon underwent, a smalI but,

noticeable increase in ìftLSS, when the period from day 1 Eo 2L

is compared t,o the period from day 21 to 40.
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4.1.4. Effect of Shock on Effluent Suspended So1ids

The effect of the shock load on the suspended solids in
Èhe effruent arso characterizes the response of the reactor.
Figure 9 shows the erratic behaviour of the total suspended

solids leaked into the effluent. Table 4 reports the
statistícal analysis of the data shown in this graph.

Tabre 4: statisticar analysis of effluent suspended solids
for the first, shock load.

The statistical analysis of the data showed several
interesting points. rn terms of operation, the sBR with the
lowest sRT provided the best effluent. Both the average

suspended solids in the effluent (1L3 ng/L), and the
variability (57.2) were lowest among the reactors in the post-
shock operat,ion.

Both before and after the shock road, the effruent
suspended solids r¡rere highly variable, as is shown by the high
standard deviation. The varíabirity did not, appear to be

closely related to SRT. In reactors 2, 3, and 4 (SRT=10, 20,

Reactor Pre - Shock Post - Shock

Àverage
(ns/L)

Std. Dev. n Average
(ms/L)

std.
Dev.

n

R1 328.O 1L2.7 8 3]-7 .6 L26.7 18

R2 146. 1 86. l_ I 113. 1 57 .2 18

R3 131.8 91. 3 8 181.3 70.5 18

R4 269.O 111.4 8 353. 1 170. 0 18

R5 11L. 5 49 .4 I 2L2. O 93 .3 18
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and 40 days),

effluent solids

in the effluent

these reactors

operation.

there vras a considerable increase in the

after the shock load. This increase of solids
reflected the previously shown result that
underwent a loss of tfLSS in post-shock

Figure g: Effluent TSS Before and After First shock Load
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4.1.5. The Specific Substrate Utilization Ratio (U)

Figure 10 plots the specific substrat,e utilization ratio
(U) for all of the SBRrs after the shock load. The parameter

u was carculated from the experimentar data and the dilution
model, âs described in the methods secËion. This parameter

gave an indicatj.on of the per unj.t mass efficiency of the

reactor contents, for the consumption of the substrate. The

substrate measure used r¡as SOC.

CI,
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Ê
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0.1

0.1
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6 I 10 12 14 16
ïme From Shock (Days)

Figure 10: Effect of SRT on U for The First Shock Load

It can be seen in the graph that the lower the SRT, the

higher the per unit mass efficiency in the reactor. There

appeared to be an inverse correlation between the sludge age,

and its efficiency on a per unit, tnass basis. The greater

0.18

0.16

0.14

0.06
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efficiency of youthful, active sludge at Least partially
compensated for the lesser concentrations of sludge found in
a reactor at low SRT. Krishnan and Gaudy (L976) also found

that younger sludge hras more efficient at the removal of
substrate on a per unit mass basis" However, they fel_t that
this greaÈer efficiency v¡ould be outweighed by the greater

concentration of biomass found in older systems.

Examination of the graph showed that there $¡as a tendency

for the specific substrate utÍlization ratio to increase after
several days. This may have reflecÈed the decrease in reactor
solids that also occurred at this point. The figure also

showed that while the reactor at a Ìower SRT operated with a

higher specific substrate utilization ratio, this parameter

was more unstable aÈ lower SRTs. Instability after a change

in loading had been noted elsewhere (Manickam and Gaudy,

1985), and parti.culary in faster growing (Iow SRT) sysÈems,

(noted by Thabaraj and Gaudy 1969).

4.t.6. The System Response to a Shock Load

The picture that emerged from the results was one of
systems greatly disturbed by a shock load. fn contrast to the

study of Pisano et aJ.. (1989) with SBRs under shock Ioads, all
systems vrere measurably disrupted and took several times the

HRT to return to pre-shock operation. Microscopic

examinat,ions of sludge samples from reactor before an after
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the shock l-oads suggested that the ecological balance had been

disrupted. In general, populations appeared smaller, and

predominant species had changed after the shock load. The SBR

systems operated at lower SRT showed faster recovery to pre-

shock treatment leve1s. It appeared that in a shock of this

severity, the fast growth of young sludge was most important

in mitigating the effects of the shock. The advantages of

older sludge, related to the greater mass present and the

greater capacity for sorption did not appear sufficient to

counter balance their slow gro!,¡th. The greater mass in older

systerns may have played a role in rnitigating the peak

substrate leaked into the effluent. Older systems aLso

exhibited a small but significant leakage of reactor solids

into the effluent afÈer the shock evenÈ. Microscopic study

suggests that this was due the floc becoming poorly

settleable, and not to the development of filanentous gro$¡th.

4.L.7 . SummarY

A shock l-oad of pulp and paper waste with a mass loading

approximately 7.2 times that of the regular feed hlas

administered to five paraIleI biological treatment systems.

The systems were all functioning well prior to the shock. For

all treatment systems, the shock caused biological upset. The

rate of recovery t{as highest in the SBR with the lowest SRT of

5 days. Recovery rates worsened as SRTs increased to 40 days.

A lagoon recovered Slower than an SBR at a comparable SRT.
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peak SOC in the effluent from the SBRs tended to decrease

as SRT increased. This trend, shovln in Figurê '7 , was linked

to the concentration of biomass in the reactors. In terms of

the mass-load of substrate applied, all reactors \¡Iere shocked

egually, and operated under similar hydraulic conditions. The

difference in leakage appeared to be caused by non-digestive

uptake of substrate onto the biomass. Systems with great'er

concentrations of biomass (those operated at a longer SRT) had

greater capacity for this uPtake.

After the shock, MLSS decreased ín all of the SBRs, and

increased. slightly in the lagoons. Effluent suspended solids

nere lowest in the SBR with the lowest SRT. The decrease in

MLSS was reflected in the increase in effluent TSS. The per

unit mass efficiency of the biomass increased in the SBRs as

Èhe SRT decreased. This greater effíciency, in combinatj-on

with the faster growth at low SRT, ilêY have been the reason

for the faster recovery in reactors with lower SRT.

The results from the first shock load showed that younger

sludge recovered from shock loads faster than did o1der.

Shock load II was administered to observe the effects of a

similar shock to batch reactors operating at a lower HRT.
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4.2 Shock Loads II and fII
During shock load I, aII treatment syst,ems vJere operated

at a nominal hydraulic retention time of 4.5 days. The maín

finding was that the speed of recovery worsened in the SBRs as

the soli-ds ret,ention tirne increased. Shock load II was

planned to investigat,e this effect at a different hydraulic

retention time. It was decided to keep the lagoon at an HRT

of 4.5 days, while the SBRs v/ere switched to a 1.5 day HRT.

The int,ent,ion was to compare the ef fect of the greater

dilution between the lagoon with HRT:SRT: 4.5 days, and the

SBR with HRT = L.5 days and SRT = 5 days. Note that operation

at a different HRT created a different mass loading under

normal conditj-ons. Shocks of equal mass would therefore cause

a different relative change in the mass load.

Shock loads II and III are considered together as they

r¡rere very similar experimental runs. Shock load f f f was also

adninistered quite soon after shock load II. This gave an

opportunity to investigate the effects of nultípIe shock

loadings. Nominal operating conditions and the approximate

magnitude of the shock were the same for both tests. Because

of variations in the rnill effluent received, it was not

possible t,o hold conditions identical for both shock loads.

The average influent concentration hras 398 mg/L (standard

deviation= 43.6 mg/L) in the period after and a week before

shock load II. The concentration was 272.3 mg/L (standard

deviat,ion= 25.2 mg/L) for the period before and after shock
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Ioad III. The shock loads hlere administered in the same

manner as shock load I. The shock feed concentration for

shock load II was 1200 mg/L SOC (3.0 times the normal feed

concentration), while shock III was 980 ng/L, for a shock 3.6

times the regular feed concentration. the ratio of mass fed

(rng SOC/day) to the SBRs on the day of shock load II t,o the

mass fed on a normal day was 3.3, with a standard deviat,ion of

0.15. For the lagoon aft,er shock load II, the ratio \ôras 7 .6.

Note that both the lagoon and the SBR t\¡ere being fed the same

mass of substrate, but that the normal mass loading in the

lagoon hras much lower because of the high HRT, hence the

difference in mass loading ratio. For the SBRs in shock load

III, the ratio was 4.0 with a standard deviation of 0.1L. For

the lagoon in this shock, the ratio r{as 9.L. The actual HRTrs

obtained during these two shock loads are shown in the table

below.

Table 5: Hydraulic retention times for shock loads II and III.

Reactor Norninal HRT
(Days)

ShocK II HRT
(days)

Shock fII
HRT (Days)

Lagoon Rl 4.5 4.6 4.7

SBR R2 1.5 1_.8 1.9

SBR R3 L.5 1.6 1.9

SBR R4 r.Ð 1.8 1.8

SBR R5 1F 1.8 1.8

Shock load

adjustment of the

II took place

HRT in the SBRS

on February 8, 1993 after

from 4.5 days to 1.5 daYs.
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operational difficult,ies r¡tere experienced during shock load

II. To check the results of shock load II, shock load III was

administered under conditions as sirnilar as possible to those

of shock Ìoad If. Shock }oad III took place on March 9, L993,

after the system had recovered from the previous shock"

4.2.L. Rate of Recovery to Pre-Shock Treatment

Efficiencies.
As with shock I, the t,ine taken for recovery to pre-shock

treatment efficiency was of prirne importance in characterising

the response of the system to a shock. Figure lL illustrates

in the form of a bar graph the time it took for 50 ? recovery

from both shocks II and III. Figure 12 shows the time it took

for 90 Z recovery from the same shocks.

Examination of the graphs initially appeared partly at

odds with the results from shock load I. For the SBRts after

shock load fI, the rate of recovery $rorsened as SRT increased

(as per shock load I), until SRT reached 40 days, ât which

point the performance improved dramatically. After shock load

III, all SBRs performed much better than in the course of

shock load II, even though the relative magnitude of the shock

load was somewhat higher (mass loading 4.0 times the regular

feed mass load, versus 3.31 tirnes). Further, after shock III

Èhere $¡as very Iittle of the SRT-linked differentiation of

performance seen in the previous shock loads. Shock load IIf

was administered within about 3 weeks after the recovery from
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shock load II"

It appeared from analysis of the MLSS data (given in

section 4.2.3.) that reactor 5, with SRT=40 days, had not yet

acclimatized to the change in hydraulic retention time in the

weeks prior to shock II. Àt the tine of shock loading, the

MLSS in reactor 5 was in the range of 1-500 mg/L, while at the

end of the roughly 2 weeks needed for recovery, it had grown

to 40oo mg/L. The reactor was essentially functioning as a

much younger reactor. This resulted in the faster recovery

than would be expected from previous trends.

Prior to the application of shock load II, the effluent

SoC and MLSS in the reactor appeared to have stabilized after

the change in HRT. Zaloum (t992) performed studies monitoring

a variety of transient conditions, including changes in HRT,

SRT and organic feed. From this work he advised that
rrmonitoring the MLVSS until a steady leve1 is attained will

coincide with the establishment of equilibriurn conditions.rl

In the case of changes in HRT, he found an initial lag of the

MLSS response, followed by a period of growth and then a ne!,t

equilibrium. For a change from HRT= 5 days to HRT:3 days,

this 1ag period was 10 days long, followed by roughly 1-J- days

of growth to the new equilibrium Ievel. It appeared that for

our SBR with the 4O day SRT, the lag period was mistaken for

a steady state. When shock load II was applied, the reactor

5 had ent,ered a period of rapid growth caused by the earlier

change in HRT. This period of growth coincided with the shock
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Ioad, and result,ed in the rapid recovery of the system.

The far faster recovery (40 Z or more) after shock load

III for the SBRs operating at SRTs of 10 to 40 days' Iitas

unexpected and not imrnediately explicable. It appears that

older sludge may have developed a type of memory or

acclimatization to transient loadings" In the case of

repeated shock loads wíth similar constituents, older systems

may offer substantially more rapid recovery than in a single

shock situation. Past work by Ternpleton and Grady (1988) has

shown that the biodegradation kinetics of pure bact,erial

cultures tfere affected by cell history. They have shown that

the leve1s of RNA, proteins, and other macromolecules in Èhe

cell depend on past growth conditions, and are part of the

cellrs physiological adaption to environmental conditions.

Their study looked at, celI history in steady state (constant

rate of substrate administration) situat,ions. Further study

is need.ed to determine the effects of unsteady state ceII

history (i.e. previous shock loadÍngs) on the performance of

rnicroorganisms in shock loading situations. The data from

this experiment suggests that in the case of closely repeated

shock loads (ie, with the span of the solids retention time),

acclimation to shock loading may be possible-
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4.2.2. Maximum organic Carbon in Effluent

Un1ike shock load I, the maximurn organic carbon in the

effluent did not show a distinct trend related to operating

conditions in the reactors. Tab1e 6 shows the maximum

substrate concentration found in the effluent from each

reactor after shock loads II and III.

Table 6: Maximum concentration
day after shock loads

in the effluent, the
ITI.

of SOC
l_r anct

Reactor Shock rI @g/L Soc) Shock rII (ng/L Soc)

R1 792 434

R2 754 376

R3 7L5 313

R4 790 340

R5 709 379

Little significant variation between the reactors after

shock load II is shor¡¡n from the mean leakage of 752 ng/L of

organic carbon. Sinilarly, for shock load III, no particular

trend is visible in the initial substrate leakages. For shock

load III, the mean maxímum post-shock effluent concentration

was 369 mg/L. This is 38 Z of the shock feed concentration of

980 mg/L. In contrast, for shock load II, the leakage of 752

mg/L was 63 å of the 1200 ing/L shock Ioad. This is indicative

of the better performance noted for all reactors during the

third shock load. Even though shock load III !{as slightly

greater as a relative mass loading t,o regular feed, it had a
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much less disruptive effect, than the similar shock previously

applied. It, should. also be considered that the concentration

of the solution for shock 10ad IIr was 20 z less than that for

shock II. Furthermore, for all reactors except R2 (SBR' SRT:5

d), the MLSS was higher at the start of shock III than at the

start of shock II. while the mass loading ratio administered

to the lagoons vras more than double the rat,io adrninistered to

the SBRs, the initial leakage of SOC was only slightly greater

than that from the SBRs. After shock load I' where the

loading change was ídentical, the lagoon offered slight1y

better rnitigation of the peak SOC than the comparable SBR'

4.2.3. Effect of shocks on Mixed liquor suspended

SoIi-ds

Figure 13 illustrates the MLss in all of the

reactors after the application of shock load II, while Figure

L4 shows the same information f or shock 10ad III - ^A

statistical breakdown of soLids information for the duration

of the post-shock recovery period is shown in Table 7.
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Tab1e 7:

Examination of FÍgure 13 for shock load TI shows

trends in the post shock performance. Às noted in
4.2.L., the reactor solid.s for R5 (SRT=40 days) had

stabilized at the tine of shock load application, and

Day

Figure 13: MLSS Before and After the Second Shock Load

Statistical infor¡nati-on about
recovery from the second and

I,ILSS during the
third shock loads.
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Average
(nq/L)

Std. Dev.
(nqlL)

n Àverage
(nq/L)

Std. Dev.
(nq/L)

n

R1 515. 0 55.8 I 577.8 118.5 9

R2 881. 3 428.9 I 581.1 153 .3 9

R3 L228.8 337.4 I t7 68.9 165.8 9

R4 1191. 3 140. 6 I ]-725.6 L23.L 9

R5 25L7.5 7].3 .4 I 3635.6 67 4.4 9
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steadily after the shock load. This steady and rapid clinb

was also the reason for the large standard deviation shown for

the average solids in this reactor (Tab1e 7). Reactors 2 and

3 also exhibiÈed an increase in solids after the shock. Thi.s

growth may have been related to the increase in substrate due

to the shock load. More Iikely, hor.rever, is that it ttas

related to the establishment of a new IIRT. This is support,ed

by the fact that after shock load III, no similar increase $tas

noted, and the react,ors in quesÈion operated at a MLSS close

to thaÈ observed at the end of the period considered in shock

II (see Figure 14).
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Figure 14: MLSS Before and After the Third Shock Load
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In reaCtor 4, a decrease can be seen in the reactor

solids nearly a week aft,er the shock load. This !,¡as likely

due to low dissolved oxygen in this reactor during this

period. The low dissolved oxygen hlas due to the aeration

system malfunctioning and failing to deliver sufficient air to

the reactor. The lagoon, reactor !, operated at a fairly

steady MLSS throughout the shock loading period' near its pre-

shock MLSS. This hlas comparable to the performance it gave

after shock load III, shown in Figure 1-4.

After shock load III, the MLSS in reactor 5 (SRT=40 days)

remained at a high Level, but was somev¡hat erratic.

Inmediately after the application of the shock load, the MLSS

dropped significantly, and did not recover for 5 days.

Reactors L and 2 both operated at consistent, and nearly

identical MLSS both before and after the shock. This vtas not

unexpected, as both had a 5 day SRT, but different HRT. More

od.dIy, reactors 3 and 4 operaÈed at very similar MLSS both

before and after the shock load, despite being operated at

different SRT. Figure 13 shov¡s that the solids levels in

these reactors began Èo converge after the system had nostly

recovered from shock load II. As mentioned, the drop in

solids in reactor 4 may have been due to problems r¡Iith low

d.issolved oxygen in the reactor. The aeration system lÀ/as

fixed prior to the start of shock load III.
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4.2.4. Effect of Shocks on Effluent Suspended Solids.

The behaviour of the reactors in terms of effluent solids

is summarized in Figure 15 (effluent TSS after shock load II),

Figure 16 (effluent TSS after shock load III) , and Table 8 |

which presents a stat,istical infornation about the effluent

suspended solids.

Tab1e 8: Statistical information about effluent, suspended
solids for shock loads II and III.

Reactor Shock Iï Shock III
Average
(mg/L)

Std. Dev.
(ms/L)

n Average
(mq/L)

Std. Dev.
(mg/L)

n

R1 3LL.5 190.5 I 267.6 1_03 .9 9

R2 50. 0 46.4 8 35.3 3t.2 q

R3 70.7 52.6 I 42.9 23.L 9

R4 161. 0 62.4 8 55.1 31.8 9

R5 79.3 82.3 I 26.4 L4.2 q

As expected, the highest effluent tot'al suspended solids

came from reactor L, the completely mixed lagoon- This

effluent total suspended solids vtas also the most variable.

Figures 15 and 16 show the relative magnitude of the suspended

solids from the lagoon effluent versus the SBR effLuent. All

SBRs provided quite comparable effluent solids. Reactor 4

gave the highest effluent, suspended solids among the SBRs

after both shock loads. This may be related to the dissolved

oxygen problems previously noted.

Figures 15 and 16 show that the effluent suspended solids
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from the lagoon behaved in an erratic and unpredictable

manner. Immediatety after shock load II, the solids showed a

dramatic rise, and then feII in the first 5 days after the

shock load. This period corresponds roughly to the period

needed for the 90å recovery of this reactor after the shock.

In contrast, after shock III, in the same 90å recovery period,

the effluent solids dropped dramatically and then rebounded.

None of this had an irnpact on the MLSS in the reactor, which

remained fairly consistent throughout this period. These

peaks and dips r¡¡ere also reflected in the effluent of the

SBRs, albeit, to a much lesser degree. This suggests that the

change in effluent solids may be due to the solids in the

shock loading solutions. White visual examination of the

shock load solutions suggests that they were quite high in

solids, the solutions vtere not test,ed for suspended solids

concentrations, and Èhis suggestion cannot be confirmed.
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Figure 16: Effluent TSS Before and After the Third Shock Load
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4.2.5- The Specific Substrate Utilization Rat'io (U)

As mentioned in section 4'L'5' I the specific substrate

utilization ratio allows characterization of the per unit mass

efficiencyofthereactorcontents.FiguresLTandlsshow
howthisparametervariedovertimeforeachreactorafter
shock loads II and III' respectively'

InFigureLT,theresultsforshockloadllshowthatfor

themostpart,thereactorswithlongersolidsretent'iontime
exhibitedapoorerefficiencyonaperunitmassbasis.This

agireeswellwithwhatwasfoundinshockload'I.However,in
contrasttoshockloadl,there\.¡aSnotendencyfortheratio
to increase over time. rnstead. , it remained fairly steady'

or even decreased (reactor 2t SRT=S days) over tirne' It is

worthnotingthatwhilethesolidslevelsinreactor2

increasedslightlyaftertheshockload,thesolidsI

efficiencyonaunitmassbasisdecreased.Meanwhilein

reactor5(SRT=4Od'ays),whereithasalreadybeennotedthat
the MLSS increased dramaticalry in the period after the second

shockload,theperunitmassefficiencyremainsquite

constant,despitetheincreaseinmass.Previously,ahigher

massvlasassociatedwithalowerefficiency,perunitmass.

However,sincethebiomassinthisreactorappearedtobe
activelygrowingatthetimeoftheshockload,itsefficiency

rernained constant. presumably, when the new equilibrium was

establishedthegrowthofthebiomasswouldslowtoalevelof

mai_ntenance rather than active growth. The substrate
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uti}izationratioisafunctionoftherateofgrowthrather

than the concentration of biomass' Ho\^Iever ' high

concentrationsofbiomassarenormallyassociatedwithslow
growthrates.FigureLTalsoshowsthataftersÏrock}oadII,

thevaluesforthesubstrateutilizationratiotendedtobe

moreunsteadyatlowersRT.Thisisinagreementwit,hthe
result's f or shock load I '

Theunj-tmassefficienciesshownforeachofthereactors

after the third shock load' in Figure 4 reflect in part the

unusuaL operating conditíons d'uring this shock load' As

noted,duringthispartoftheexperiment'reactors3and4
(10and'20daySRTrespectively)!üereoperatingatnear

identical solids levels' This resulted in very similar

performance, including the specific substrate utilization

ratio,which$¡asalmostidenticalforbothreactors,
throughoutt'heexperirnent.Thereactorata5daySRTshowed

amuchhigherspecificutilizationratio,whiletheoneat40

days strowed a lower ratio' In the first 3 days after the

shockload,theutilizationratioincreasednoticeab}yinall

reactors,fo}lowedbyagradualdecreaseinthedaysafter.

However,thischangewasnotreflectedinachangeoftheMLSS

withinthereactors.Thismayhavereflectedtheoccurrence

of substrate uptake that was not directly rerated to growth of

themicro-organisms.Assimilationandstorageofsubstrate
afterashockload,ratherthanÈheusageofthatsubstrate

forgrowthrhasbeennotedbyKrishnanandGaudy(1985)'
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4.2.6. The SYst,em ResPonse To Shock Loads

Comparisonoftheresultsfromshocksllandlllsuggest

thatthepastshockhistoryofthesludgeisimportantin

determining the response to a shock' The system recovered

rapidlyfromshocklll'whichwascarriedoutwithinweeksof

the recovery from shock II' It is also apparent that the age

ofthesludgeanditsgrowthconditionspriortotheshockare
ofgreatimportancetohowthesystemwillrespondtothe

shock.

Referencetothegrowthofbacteriasuggestshowthepre-

shockoperationcanaffectshockloadresponse.Thegrowth

curveforbacteriainabatchcultureisshowninFigure19.

The growth includes several distinct phases, Iabelled on the

graph.ofparticularimportanceisthelog-growthphase.

Duringthisphase,bacteriaaregrowingandrnultiplying

rapidly,andfood'isinexcess'Thiscorrespondstoahigh

F/MratioandalowSRTinacontinuouslyfedsystem.Asthe

F/M ratio declines and the average sludge age increase, the

rateofgrowthslows,untilthebacteriaentertheendogenous
phase.Thiscorrespondstomanycellsbeingveryslowgrowing

or dead, and' a higher average sludge age' Bacteria that are

inthelog-growthphasepriortotheshockarepoisedto

respondmorerapidlytotheshock.operationatalowsludge

age gives faster growth'
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Figure 19:The Bacterial Growth Curve (Metcalf and Eddy, 1991)

Thegreaterefficiencyofyoungersludgehasbeennoted

severaltimesintheexperimentalresults.Intheworkof

Chudobaetal.(1989)therelationshipbetweenthemaximum

specificremovalrateofasubstrateandthemaximum

volu¡netricremovalrate!{aSstud'ied'.Sinilartoourstudy'

theyfoundthemaximumspecificratetoincreaseatlowerSRT'
althoughthiswasoffsetbyadecreaseinvolumetricrate.

Thestudyshowedyoungermembersofthespeciesresponsible

fordegradationaremoreactivethanolderonesintermsof

substrate removal' Further, ât lower SRTs, other slower

growing microorganisms are washed' out of the reactor leading

to an enrichment of the media wíth t'he organisms responsible
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fordegradingthesubstrateenteringthereactor.Hov/ever,

they found a critical SRT, different from the minimum SRT, and

dependant, on loading rate. Below the critical sRT, the micro-

organismscannotgrov¡andreproducefastenoughtodegradeall

of the substrate, even though the sRT is above the rninirnum for

degradation. In the range between minimum and critical sRT'

thesystemisonlycapab}eofpartialdegradationofthe

substrate.

Theimplicationofthesefindingsisthatthechoiceof

sRT rnust be balanced against several factors. A low SRT will

providemicro.organismswellsuitedtocopingwithshock

loads.HorveverrifthesRTistoorowrthedegradationof
substrat,e wirr suffer. order systems are unrikely to run into

problems with substrate becoming partly degradable, but react

sluggishlytolargerormorecomplexshocks.Findingsinthe
literature suggest that older systems may be able to rnitigate

smaller shocks through irnmediate non-digestive uptake onto the

biomass. At higher sRTs, the greater biomass allows for more

uptake. Figure 20 shows a hypothetical relationship between

the factors discussed. This graph shows how greater shocks

may be needed to disturb the operation of older systems, but

once disturbed, the systems take longer to recover'
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4.2.7 SummarY

For shock loads II and III, the SBRs were operated at an

HRT of 1.5 days, and the lagoon was operat,ed at an HRT of 4.5

d.ays. The ratio of the shock mass loading to the normal mass

loading for the lagoon was 7.6 and 9.1 for shocks II and IlI

respectively. For the SBRs, the shocks v¡ere corresPondingly

3.3 and 4.0 times the regular mass loading.

It has been found. initially that recovery from the shocks

!.¡as related t,o prior growth conditions, v¡iÈh f ast growEh

allowing faster recovery from the shocks. SBRs recovered

faster than comparable lagoons. This nay be due t,o the nature
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ofthesBRprocess,assuggestedbyshockloadl.Itmayalso
be related t,o the difference in the relative mass loading

caused by the differences in HRT. sBRs with sRT greater or

equal to 10 days recovered from shock load III much more

rapidly than from the sirnilar shock load II ' Acclirnatization

of the older sludge t,o the transient conditions may have taken

place. Maximum organic carbon in the effluent did not seem

relat,ed to SRT or solids in the reactor'

MLSS in the reactors was not greatly affected by the

shock loads. An j-nsufficient Èransition period after the

change in HRT and poor aeration caused problems with MLSS in

two reactors during shock Load II. Effluent suspended solids

were consistently low from the sBR with the lowest sRT' As

found after shock load I, higher concentrations of solids in

reactors corresponded to lower efficiencies per unit mass of

solids.
shock load. II showed that the growth conditions prior to

the shock load affect the response of the treatment system'

Fast, growth prior to the shock load was equivalent to faster

recovery. Recovery aft,er shock III v¡as much more rapid in the

older reactors, suggesting some acclimation to shock loads'

since all of the shock loads to this point caused a similar

level of disturbance, shock load IV was planned to observe the

effects of a much more intense shock'
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4.3 Shock Load IV

shock load Iv took place under simiÌar operatj-ng

conditions to shock loads II and III, with respect to HRT and

SRT. The difference with shock load IV was in the magnitude

of the shock. The shock load solution had a SOC concentration

of 2765 ng/L" The shock !,¡as applied in the same manner as

previous shocks (replacing one ]iter of supernatant with the

shock load solution). Since the regular feed before and after

the shock load. had a concentration of 355 ng/L SOC (standard

deviation = 7l-.9 ng/L), this made for a shock roughly 7.8

times the regular feed. This compares to shocks in the range

of 2.7 to 3.6 times the regular feed concentration in shocks

I through III. In terms of mass loading, the loading on the

shock day was an average of 8.55 times the normal mass loading

to Èhe SBRs. The loading to the lagoon $ras 20 times the

normal mass loading. The greater intensity of shock IV caused

substantially different responses within the system compared

to the previous shocks. Table 9 shows the operating

conditions for this shock. Note that after the shock, it was

not possible to maintain the desired SRT, so that the SRT

given for each reactor reflects only the pre-shock conditions.

Shock load IV was applied on April 2, 1-993. It was the final

run for the experiment, which concluded on April 23 t1-993.
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Table 9: Experimental operating conditions for shock load IV.

4.3.t Effect of shock IV on effluent SoC

In the previous sections, the ef f ects of shock loads I'Iere

characterised by the tíme taken for the systems to recover to

their pre-shock removal ef f iciencies. This críteria T^Ias

abandoned. for shock load IV, aS none of the systems tested

Èruly recovered from the shock load. In place of recovery

rate analysis, the post shock performance of each reactor was

examined individually. To help characterise the recoveryr or

lack of it, the removal of SOC in each reactor vtas graphically

compared to the removal that would be predicted by the

calibrated dilution model. This analysis generated Figures 2L

through 25, for reactors 1 through 5, resPectively'

Figure 21 shows the post-shock performance of reactor 1,

the completely mi-xed lagoon. This figure shows that LL days

after Èhe application of the strong shock, the concentraÈion

of SOC in the effluent from the lagoon was roughly equal to

the concentration of the influent to it. No removal $tas

occurring, and the react,or was essentially dead. No si-gn of

MLSS (ng/L)
(pre-shock)

HRT (days)Noninal SRT
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rener¡red activiÈy $tas Present 18 days after the shock event.

The dilution curve shor,rn (discussed in the nethods

section 3.4.1) Provided a reasonable approxination of the

lagoon's effluent after the shock load. However, the effluent'

concentration became equal to the influent concentration

Some\¡Ihat faster than predicted by the curve. Comparison of

the effluenÈ with the dílution curve suggested that

inmed.iately after the shock load, some of the organic carbon

from the shock load is removed through effects other than

dilution. This removal may be due to the effects of the

biornass, such as initial sorptj.on

1
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Figure 21: Comparison of SOC Removal in Lagoon To SOC

Decrease Due to Dilution After Shock lV
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For the sBR reactor 2, Figure 22 shows that partiaÌ

recovery from the shock load eventually occurs. Approximately

six days after the shock load, the concentration of organic

carbon in the effluent was egual to the concentration in the

j.nfluent. After 12 days, the effluent concentration began t,o

d,ip belor.¡ the influent concentraÈion, suggesting some active

biomass vtas nov, present,. Comparison of the actual effluent

concentrations with those predict,ed by the dilut'ion curve

showed that the shape of both curves vtas quite similar.

However, the actual effluent underwent an initial decline in

concentration more rapid than that predicted, si¡nilar to Èhat

noted, in the lagoon. Àpproxirnately ten days after the shock

load I a second decline occurred, suggesting biological

consumption had resumed.

{
I

8101214
ilme From Shock Load (DaYs)

Figure 22: Qomparison of soc Hemoval in sBFlwith sFT=S days

To SOC Decrease Due to Dilution After Shock lV
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Reactor 3 (Figure 23) showed particularly good

performance during this shock load. AfÈer a low init,ial
leakage (discussed later), it showed distinct signs of

recovery a few days after the effluent concentrat,ion reached

the influent concenÈration. By 12 days after the shock load,

the effluent SOC concentration vras significantly lower Èhan

the infl-uent, and showed continued to decrease.

81012
Time From Shock Load (Days)

Figure 23:Comparison of SOC Femoval ¡n SBR with SFìT= 10 days
To SOC Decrease Due to Dilution Atter Shock lV.

The post shock performance of reactor 4, shown in Figiure

24, more closely resernhred the performance of reactor 2 than

reactor 3. Effluent concentration reached influent
concentration after about, 6 days, and showed no signs of
further decrease until 13 days after the shock road. This
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reactor exhibited a

wast,e than would be

substantially faster initial removal

predicted by the dilut,ion curve.

of

o¡

oo(n

Figure 24: comparison of soc Removal in sBH with sRT = 2CI days
To SOC Decrease Due to Dilution Afier Shock lV

operation with the higher pre-shock sorid,s revels and,

longer sRT in reactor s did not seem to differentiate its
performance from that of the other reactors. Às shown in
Figure 25, 6 days was again needed, for the organic carbon in
the effluent to match Èhe levels found in the regrular
influent. No recovery seerned to occur until 13 days after the
shock load- Reactor s does not appear to recover as well as
the other reactors v¡ithin this time frame, although this is
difficult, to quantify.

Trme From Shock Load (Days)
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Figure 25: comparison of soc Hemovar in sBH with sHT = 40 days
To SOC Decrease Due to Dilution After Shock lV

Peak effluent soc concentrat,ions the day after the shock

load shos¡ed considerable variability, from a low of. 673.s mg/L

in the effluent of reactor 3 (sBR, sRT=10 days), to a high of
1857.5 ng/L in from the lagoon. These concentrations did not
correspond to the sRT or Þ1LSS in the reactors. on the other
hand, they did correspond very crosely to the suspend,ed, solids
initially leaked from the each reactor immediately after the
shock loads. Figure 26 shows these pararler trends. This
strong correraÈion did not appear after the other, less severe

shock loads. The correlation is rikely relaÈed to the high
strength of the shock.

Time From Shock Load (Days)
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Figure 26: Herationship Between Initiar soc Leakage, and
Effluent TSS for the Severe Shock Load.

4.3.2 Effect of shock IV on MLSS

Figrure 27 shows the MLSS of each reactor before and aft,er
Èhe shock loads. Reactor 5, operated with the highest initiar.
sorids concentration, showed, a slight initial drop in solids,
foll0wed by a period of rapid washout to a soli-ds
concentration be10w 5oo mg/L. À11 0ther reactors showed an
initiaL i-ncrease in sorids (presunably due to a high
concentration of sorids in Èhe shock feed), forlowed. by a drop
over 5 to 10 days to a rov¡er Ievel. Reactors 3 and 5, which
operated, at pre-shock MLss in the range of 1500 mg/L showed a

decrease to below 5oo urg/L by the end of the experiment.
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Figure 27: MLSS Before and After Fourth Shock Load

By the end of the experimenÈ, none of the reactors shoq¡ed
signs of increasing biomass. visual examinations, with and
without Èhe microscope, reveared, poorry settleabre pin floc in
fhe reacÈors- ÀfÈer the shock load, it was not, possibre to
settle biomass for the recycling of srudge. while arr sBRs
provided some renoval of substrate 20 days after the shock
loads' none of Èhen showed signs of developing healthy
biomass. Microscopic examinations at the end, of the
ex¡rerimentaL run showed almost no active higher micro_
organisms, such as protozoa or rotifers.
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4.3.3 Effect of shock IV on effluent TSS

Figure zB shows the effLuent Tss for arl the react,ors
before and after the shock load.. As can be seen in the
figure, all reactors underwent a large initiar junp in
effluent solids after the shock load. The rnagnitud.e of the
ju¡np varied between the reactors, but did not seem dependant
on pre-shock solids levels, either in the reactorsr or in the
reactor effluents. The increase in soli_ds likery reflected
several factors, incruding the TSS in the shock Ioad., and the
washout, of reactor contents shown in the previous sectíon.
This period of washout seemed to continue for roughly 10 days
before the effluent suspend,ed, solids appeared to stabilize
somer¡hat. Effluent suspend.ed sorids stabirized. at a higher
concentration than was tylpical of pre-shock operation.

16 18 20 æ, 24

Before and After Fourih Shock Load
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4.3.4 Response of system to shock l_oad.

rt can be seen from these resurts that, for thís syst,em,

a shock load 7 -B times the regular feed concentration had a

severe effect on arl treatment, systems used. The severity of
the response hras such that crit,eria used for previous shock
loads, such as the time to recovery, r¡/ere not possible to
apply within the tine frame of the experiment. The effect of
the shock on the settleabirity of the sorids was such that sRT

control hras no ronger possible after the shock. From an
operational point of view, all systems failed after the shock
load, with a loss of treatment capacity and a massive loss of
biomass.

From a biologicar- stand.point, the systems showed. several
interesting traits. For arl of the activated sludge systems
(R2 to R5), there was evidence of some initial response to the
nevr substrate load prior to failure. FaÍlure incruded a
considerable loss of mixed liquor suspended soLids. The

activated srudge systems generally reached null operation
(infruent concentrat,ion=effluent concentration) around six
days after the apprication of the shock load.. The syst,ems

also showed signs of recovery roughly tv¡elve d.ays after the
shock load application. This recovery incruded only slight,
removal of substrate. The sett,ling characteristics of the
post-shock biomass did not irnprove v¡ithin the span of the
ex¡reriment; nor did there appear to be any re-devel0pment of
a microlife population in the reactors within two weeks of the
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shock load.

lagoon.

Àlsor Do signs of any recovery vlere seen in the

4.3.5 Summary

A shock load equivalent to an increase in mass loading
(rgln3d) by a factor of 8.s5 tines in the sBRs and 20 tirnes in
the lagoon severely disrupted the operat,ion of arr treatment
systems. The lagoon !üas more severery affected than the sBRs.

unrike the previous shock roads, pre-shock growth conditions
did not, seem to infruence the response to the shock road.

All reacÈors lost solids aft,er the shock loads. The

solids that remained were poorry settleable and prevented re-
establishment of the pre-shock sRT within the span of the
experiment. None of the reactors approached pre-shock
treatment levels 20 days after the apprication of the shock.
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CTIÀPTER 5: SUUIIÍARY AND CONCLUSTONS

5.L Suamary

The liquid waste stream from a pulp and paper rni1l
generally requires biological treatment. The use of aerated

lagoons or activated srudge syst,ems can provide the needed

removal of biodegradable organics and toxic compound.s. rn
many industries using biorogical treatment,, including the pulp

and paper industry, occasional spills to the treatrnent system

are possibre. The spills constitute shock loadings which may

disrupt or destroy the treatment capacity of the systern.

Treatment systems subject to shock loads should. be

designed to mitigate the detrimental effects of the shocks.

A review of the literature generally suggested that this can

be accomplished through the use of longer sorids retention
times. However, some studies and industrial experience

suggest,ed that lower solids retention times would be better.
For this work, shock loads of laboratory scale lagoons and.

sequencing batch reactors (sBRs) treat,ing effruent from an

integrated pulp and paper miIl were studied. The shock loads

hlere drawn from strong mill effluent, to approximate real_

shock Ioads, âs opposed to the synthetic feeds typicarry used

in past laboratory studies.

Four separat,e experimental trials vrere carried out, using
a lagoon with HRT=sRT= 4.5 days, and four sBRs, with sRTs from

5 to 40 days. The first three runs examined the recovery from
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moderate shock loads, and the last looked at, the effects of a

severe shock.

During shock load r, alr react,ors were operated with an

HRT of 4.5 days. rn the sBRs, the tine for go eo recovery
increased with sRT from 7 days at, SRT=S days, to L7 days at
sRT=40 days. The efficiency per unit mass of reactor sorids
(MLSS) decreased as the MLss increased with sRT. Arl_ sBRs

showed a slight decrease in solids after the shock load. The

J-agoon took armost twice as long for recovery as did the sBR

at the same sRT. sorids increased slightly in the lagoon
after the shock load

For shock load rr, the HRT was changed to 1_.5 days in the
sBRs. As with shock load T., fast growth prior to the shock
load resulted in faster recovery. The reactor with a 40 day
sRT had not recovered from the change in HRT prior to the
application of the shock load. rÈ was therefore in a period
of rapid growth at the time of shock load apprication; this
resurted in much faster than anticipated recovery in this
reactor, equivarent to the recovery of a reactor with a 10 day

sRT in this run. As per shock r, Èhe per unit mass efficiency
of reactor solids decreased as MLSS increased. shock loading
did not seem to greatly affect MLSS. The sBRs again out-
performed the equivarent lagoon, recovering roughly twice as

fast- However, since the same mass road \^¡as appried to
systems operat,ing at different HRT, the relative change in
mass road to the lagoon r^/as much greater than the reLat,íve
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change in the SBR (7.6 tirnes normal mass, versus 3.3 tines).
Shock load IIf was adninistered under operating

conditions armost identicar to shock load rr. sBRs operating
at sRTs of 10 days or more all recovered from shock rrr at
least 50 z faster than for shock load rr. ITÍLSS v¡as not
greatry affected by the shock in any of the reactors. As in
the previous two shocks, the unit mass efficiency was tied to
the concentration of mass. The lagoon was again outperformed

by the comparable sBR, but with the same caut,ion about the
relative change in mass loading.

operating conditions prior to shock rv were simirar to
those of shocks rr and rrr. The intensity of shock rv was

more than twice that, of any of the previous shocks. This

shock overwhelmed all systems, and caused a massive loss of
solids from each reactor. solids rernaining hrere poorry

settleabre, and did not arlow for the reest.ablishrnent of sRT,

even 20 days after the shock event. Regardress of the pre-
shock sRT, all sBRs performed similarly. some removal of
substrate in the sBRs resumed 10 to 12 days after the shock

event. The lagoon showed no signs of recovery after the
shock.

5.2 Conclusions

1. Under moderate shock loading conditions, the SBR

recovered 30 to 5oz faster than a lagoon operating at a

comparable sRT. This was true when both systems operated at
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a 4.5 day HRT, and when the sBR operated at an HRT of t_.5

days. other researchers have shown that microorganisms in
sBRs have more RNA than microorgani_sms in comparabre

continuous flow systems. This may lead t,o faster growth and

may explain better recovery under shock loading situations for
SBRs "

2. Longer sRT v/as generarJ_y detrimental_ to the rate of
recovery from the shock loads. This is in contrast to much of
what has been shown in the literature, but agrees with
industrial experience, and some experimental studies with
complex feeds.

3. For repeated moderate shocks, older sludge (L0 day or
g'reater sRT) showed an approximately 5o percent fast,er
recovery to the second shock. This suggests that older srudge
may be able to develop improved resistance to repeated shocks.

4 - A severe shock to the Iag,oon, with a mass loading 20

times the normal mass loading, destroyed the treatment
capacity of the lagoon. The lagoon showed no signs of
recovery within 20 days of the shock 1oad.

5" while the treatment capacity of the ragoon r{as

overwherned by the severe shock, initial removal of substrate
was better than predicted by the dilution curve, suggiesting an

init'ial uptake of substrate by the biornass prior to washout.
6- Àfter a severe shock, the sBRs responded better than

the lagoon to shocks delivering the same mass road, showing
signs of recovery within 10 to L2 days. This may be due to
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the inherent benefits of the SBR system. The shorter HRT in
the sBR may also have contributed to the better performance.

shorter HRT resulted in a higher mass loading of the system

prior to the shockr so that, the change in }oad.ing due to the

shock v¡as lower in the sBRs. All sBRs performed símirarly,
regardless of pre-shock SRT.

7. Experinents with moderate shock 1oads suggest that
recovery from a shock load is dependant on growth conditions
prior to the apptication of the shock. The rapidly changing

environmental conditions associated with a shock load tend to
favour faster growing, more efficient young sludge. The

benefits of younger sludge tend to outweigh the benefits of
older srudge that have been put forward in many previous

studies. one can speculate that this difference may be due to
Èhe fact that studies indicating the benefits of ronger sRT

for resistance to shock loads considered. relatively sj-mp1e

shocks, made up of single substrates such as g'lucose. rn this
experiment, shock loads v¡ere made up of nilr waste. This

waste is a complex mix of compounds, some of which may be

difficult to degrade. The changes in the ecological balance

within a reactor caused by complex shock loads are more

dranatic than those caused by simpre shocks (shocks with
single, well defined compounds). This creates conditions

where the rapid growth and high efficiency associated with
younger sludge allow for Èhe fastest, recovery.
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CHAPTER 6: SUGGESTTONS FoR FT'RTHER STUDY

The work contained within this thesis suggests severar_

possible avenues of future research to develop the
understanding of how biological treatment syst,ems will respond
to shock loads in an ind.ustriar setting. possible further
study includes:

1. The rerationship between sRT, shock intensity, and

rate of recovery should be crarified. This could be done

through laboratory scale studies using carefully controlled
shock loads, and exarnining the effect of vãrious shock
intensities on the rate of recovery.

2. Results obtained in this work suggest that systems

may acclimat,e to nultiple shocks within the span of the solids
retention time. A study courd be undertaken to investigate
this possibility.

3. rnformation found in the riterature suggest that sBRs

may be better suíted to operation under shock roadings than
conventional activated sludge. this should be tested
experimentarry, with a shock loading study that incrudes
careful nonì-toring of microbiological conditions, oxygen
uptake rat,es and ce11ular RNÀ dif ferences.

4. For a system greatly disrupted by a shock, the
recovery rate may be improved by re-seeding the system. This
could be investígated experimentally.
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CH.APTER 7: ENGINEERTNG STGNTFICANCE

rf a biological treatment, system wirr be subject to shock

loadings, iÈs design should take into account factors that
will help nitigate the effects of the shock load. From this
study, it appears that lower sRTs in activated slud.ge system

will resurt in faster recovery from larger shock loads. This
must' be balanced against, the advantages associated with higher
sRTs, such as better resistance to minor shocks, ress excess

sludge production, and potentiarly better treatment under

steady-state conditions.

The resurts of shock load rv highlight the irnportance of
equarization prior to biorogicar treatment. without,
equalizaÈion, it is easier shock the system such that ar1

biological treatment capacity wirr be overwhefuned.

Finally, this study has shown that for a systern subject
to shock loadsr ân SBR would be superior to a 1agoon.
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Data for the start-uo

SoC (mg/L)
Date
Oct. s

7
9

14
16
19
21

23
28
30

Jan. 6

lnf
417.9
398.4
393.8
685.8
683.4

549
535.9

572
383.9

343
280.2

E1

161.9
154

162.4
207.9
257.5
267.1
239.1
236.5
190.5
224.1
225.8

æ.
189.5
158.5
190.1

218.8
271.5

310.21
302.4

275
264.5
213.2
173.4

E4

181.9
235.4
269.4
262.3
247.1

186.3
187.7
?23.5

162.6
170.1

179.1

214.1

257
221

267.5
254
?25

203.4
241.4

156.9
184.1

188.3
217.6
194.2
173.5
191 .6

150

166.8
178.4
373.7

164.2
162.3
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Total suspended solids data

Date (mg/L)

Inf E1

Sept. eo
Oct. 1

5

7

I
14

16

19

21

23
28
30

F
N
N

30

16

44
108
20
56
28
32
32
32

E2

40
44
4B

4B

368
252
120
412
410
250
400

E3

64
60
64

40
72

124
40

208
264
205
208

E4

64

144
148

128
192
208
136

264
230

BO

56

E5

124
128
124

124
160

136

240
250
384

472

R1

120

52
76
BB

BB

72
56

112
200
100

152

490

150

670
1140
310
280
630
600
510
630
570

R2 R3

370
890
BBO

540
350
730
610
660
580
500

1040

640

960

920

890
680

1000

1150
960

1 180

1120

R4

1 160

840
1 230

1 430
1 330

1 230
1 550

1720
1 250
1 820

1720

R5

2370

2100
1220
1 9BO

2290
21 50
2330
2390
2060
2500
2430



Data for Start-up period
Effluent and Waste Data
Dats Volume (ml)

El E2 E3
1

5

6

7
B

I
13

14

15
16
19

20
21

22
23
27
28
29
30

300 325
450 450
320 375
400 400
400 425
420 440
450 450
440 450
400 440
430 175

1250 1300
400 440
410 440
410 445
200 570
425 460
420 450
410 440
375 460

ts
N
(¡)

280
450
425
400
440
500
500
500
500
420

1 300
510
510
490
510
550
520

475
500

E4

350
450
350

400
380

0
450
425
410
370

1600
425
420
410
440
500
440
420
450

Wasted (mg)
Rl R2

B0 215 100
450 50 124
360 5s 128
400 2BO 314
420 2BO 341
440 531 338
45O lagoon g3B

44O 193
27o 194
280 119
7Oo Zs4
150 279
290 161
350 154
390 117
44O 145
400 149
400 144
225 107

19s
65
6B

133

128

122
122
87
87

49.5

30

133
115

102
76
67

201

199.s
198

R4

75
27
39
73
76

143

91

B3

B4

64
-58

9B

50
74

16

R5

110

B1

B6

30
29
61

61

77
92
BB

77
108
87
B1

25.3

15
B5

B5

8B

1

14

21.4
-40



First Shock Loading of Reactor System
Shock Load on November G, 1992

Date Day

21
32
43
54
65
76
87
98

109
11 10

12 11

13 12

14 13

15 14

16 15

17 16

18 17

19 18

20 19

21 20

22 21

23 22

24 23

25 24

SoC (ms/L)

Inf El
399.8

363.5

1228

558.6

399

456.4

547.6

449.5

428.8

432.3

449.8

438.3

449.4

503.7

507.5

499.9

F
l\)
È

186,9

217.3

650.9

503

466.5

426.6

459

431

377.1

354.9

520.5

279
230.2

297.9

222.7

209.2

250.5

229

273.7

184.9

179.1

E2

252

250.2

811

505.2

503.6

470.5

424.5

415.7

412.5

376.7

321.7

309.2

239.1

224.1

237.4

206.5

239.5

244.8

293,7

249.9

178.1

E3

196.8

192.3

723.9

495

442.9

409.2

442
407

413.1

402.4

345.5

297.7

230.9

243.4

210.4

208.2

222.7

251.3

257.9

185.4

193.7

E4

192.4

183.8

654.9

545.6

449.3

436.2

443

441.6

435.7

483.9

364.2

408.1

357.5

302.4

271.2

266.4

268.5

227.1

276.7

185.4

188.4

E5

169.5

192.6

553.6

482.9

417.3

388.7

395

390

394.3

403.7

3s8.1

275.4

266.7

287.8

248.8

288.8

265

240.5

246

263.8

250.s



450 1110 1S30 2170
460 1010 1530 2130
470 1020 1870 2240
580 1030 1720 1890
510 850 1390 2060
570 1060 1770 2340
460 1040 1470 2070
420 950 1660 1750
590 1070 1360 2330
310 910 1190 1960
460 930 1280 2060
420 960 1030 1950
580 750 9s0 1s40
400 850 1 120 1800
470 670 1170 2080
360 8s0 980 2090
590 720 890 1740
520 910 880 1890
520 890 1180 1900
5s0 660 1220 1190
480 840 1 130 1690

Beactor Conlents (mg/L)

Rl R2 R3

370

480

520

610

470

780

500

500

770

330

600

760

770
710
530

760

600

550

640

690

560

48 280 136
32 230 64

210 64 s5 836 348
290 208 296 4M 224
470 144 308 s44 180
370 92 236 284 268
188 116 116 312 3ô4
392 108 188 552 156
288 96 280 476 336
96 92 180 488 88

408 96 244 260 132
540 140 152 488 92
432 112 128 164 108
264 116 152 272 172
480 292 .t32 160 84
260 84 204 256 268
84 76 208 216 284

276 52 156 412 208
368 72 128 208 312
300 76 100 224 192

Shock Load 1

Total Suspended Solids Data

Efftuent (mg/L)
Day Inf El EZ Eg

74'09524 324.8 107'8 167.15 343.3 200.8 59s.2381 484.2857 908.5714 1315.238 1960.476

48

72

450

330

248
420
664
768
I 120

9 120

l0 72

12 56

13 76

14 64

15 24

16 56

17 100

18 84

19 108

20 80

21 88

22 48
23 80

24 104

25 76

P
¡\¡
ul



55

81

81

I
-14.2

46

-3

-202

93

-20

69

47

60

58

45

75

-6

-7.3

21

-51

16

18

R5

61

55

55

-78

16

37

28

R4

163 202

153 188

154 188

216 190

91 72

174 6,4

150 91

Wasted (mg)

B2 R3

-109

-1 10

-92

-79

-7.6

-1trì

56.1

3.7

36

-14

0.424

49
39

22.7

22.7

3 100 440 475 440 400

4 400 450 475 430 400

5 400 440 475 430 400

7 200 325 340 300 250

8 400 425 500 425 400

I 400 450 500 415 400

10 410 440 510 425 400

11 400 460 500 440 400

12 420 460 510 450 400

13 410 450 510 450 150

14 400 450 500 440 350

15 410 450 510 425 390

16 410 450 510 430 390

17 410 450 490 410 360

18 350 375 440 350 300

19 400 440 460 425 350

20 400 440 480 400 360

21 400 440 475 410 350

22 400 /tÍ!0 475 410 360

23 400 425 475 410 360

24 400 400 500 410 360

25 400 425 475 410 360

26 400 410 475 410 350

E5

76 79

194 122

75 39

145 95

130 70

178 80

124 117

146 69

23 111

206 51

180 85

193 108

200 73

166 124

167 124

E4

Shock Load 1

Effluent and Waste Data

Date Volume (ml)

Nov. E1 E2

391.8182 431.13&t 481.13& 413.8636 356.3636 149.5714 101.9048 -12.856 19.7381

5.1M408 4.æ8904 4.156826 4.83251 5.612245

F
l\)
('l

Avg

HRT



1650

1990

1360

1810

1010

1220
1400

700
810

1310

1080

1390

1280

R5
1100

1080

620
860

1220
970
800
830
980
750
940
950
880

R4
860
670
580

490
580

840
520
590
600
540
580
8s0
590

R3
440
560
332
910

740
720
310

290
340

340
350

36

260

R2
560

460

500

690
640
760
5s0
s40
420
330

400
310
260

R1
200
772

228
452
148

92
1,40

200
96

68
160

108

100

E5
288
196
112
228
48
96

r44
272

16

724
228
r24
180

E4

Data for period between shocks 1 and 2

Total Suspended Solids Data

Date (mg/t-)
Inf El E2

72
76

20
712
40
32
16

32
32

64
56
80
72

E3
28
68
24
52
36
20
72

24

10

48
36

80
56

212
184

64

68
320
880
s72

376
560
252
136

148

320

60
60
40
20
20
28
16

24
20
40
52

28
52

Nov. 27
Dec. 1

r4
Jan. 6

8

Ë 11\¡ 
13

15

18

20
22
28
31



Dam for tbe period between shocks l and 2
Effluent and waste daø
Date Volume (ml) Wasred (mg)

E5 R2 R3
380 169

i100 155

380 199
380 2W
390 199

375 2æ
1720 150

380 199

375 199

390 199

355 199

1000 113

350 125

375 125

375 125

375 125

1100 115

1900

340 364
350 265
1û20 503

350 350
360 95

34Ð 97
375 108

1000 129

340 134
340 120
450 110

500 120

150

250
600

500
675 350
700 96
675 99
o/)
700

E1 E2 E3
Nov.27 4?5 450

30 2:00 1300

Dec. 1 400 450
24¡0430
3 4?5 450
440Ð44o
7 tz40 ß20
8 400 450
9 4N 450

10 400 450

11 410 450
74 1060 1160

15 350 400

16 400 450
t7 400 450
18 400 425
27 t20 1250

Jan. 6 29ffi 3800
73750
8 400 c70
11 11ó0 1220

72 375 400
73 400 425

14 375 400
15 475 425

18 7120 1200
t9 360 400
20 350 400
2L 600 ffi
22 700 760
23 Tr5 700
24 800 700
25 750 700

26 520 0
27 800 1000

?ß 800 650
29 800 600

30 800 650
31 800 650

-tr+

500 430
1450 1230

500 425

475 400
480 420
4{t0 410
1300 12û
500 410
475 420
490 425

475 400
1180 1100

450 375
475 4?S

475 425

475 425
1490 l?20
4000 3600
450 400
450 400
1160 1120

425 375
450 375
44 360
440 375

1360 1020

430 325
450 350
475 700

800 500
8?5 150

8ó0 0

850 125

00
500 575
750 900
7L0 900
725 900
7?S 900

R4 R5
-lJ I

-244 -136

26 35

3L 35

^-LI JJ

29 35

-135 -91

29 35

n35
26 35

29 35
-59 -220s
20 -11

15 -r7
15 -17

_-17

-5 43
103 -1

39 -10

78 37
26 20

?ß 23

44
-19 -5

60.6 8
a^ t^J¿ +L

-10 35

-19 -25

L39

76

99
101

100

100

43

99

101

101

101

97
109

108

108

108

100

485
99

LJ5

191

97
97

105

79

t07
81

80

t)

150

T2

rl)

400
-r) -).o
-15 -3.9

]-28



132 136
't22 120

129 122
130 143

770 780
790 709
421 431

251 231

281 191

192 190
277 143

270 127

249 113

276 12s
257 142
150 ls8

E4

144

141

132

794

71s
467

240

217

202
182

199
'137

164

175

127

E3

164

148

146

148

772

7s4
425
217

19s

163

136

174

1s3

150

159

268

Second Shock Loading of Reactors
Administered on February B, 1990
SOC Data (mg/L)

E2

158

145

143

151

752
792
453

273

E1

256

341

385

362

Inf

4

5

6

I
8.5

I

Date

1200

464

463.1

410 229

267.9

18s

197

151

166

166

171

Feb.

10

11

12

13

14

1s

16

17

18

19

415

372

370

F
N
ro



Shock Load 2

Total Suspended Solids Data
Date

Nov. Inf El
4

6

I
I

11

13

15

17

19

21

24 288

40 2BO

110 480
108 332

112 636

120
132 336

108 428
152 380

156 260
ts(,
o

Average 106.2 gB0

76

36

20

124

112

28

72

10

10

24

E3

32

12

10

160

120

B9

72

10

36

64

E4

104

76

68

152

248

244

180

104

148

E5

132
16

24

256

152

72

36

10

24

60

s1.2

R1

270
430

500

480

550

60.5 146.8 78.2

R2 R3 R4 R5

440 670 1250 1250
4s0 730 1180 1310
400 660 12s0 1720
360 820 1300 1720
710 1260 1330 2210

144

500 1020 1380 1250 2030
4s0 900 1480 1270 2770
480 990 1200 910 2910
630 1730 1680 1080 3720
530 940 13s0 1140 3060

482 754 1123 1196 2270



Effluent Volumes and waste
Date Volume (ml)

Feb. El Ez

1

2

4

5

6

7

I
I

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

800

800

800

525

450

425

450
300

450

440

440

450

440

450
4s0

450

440
440

425
4s0

6s0 750

650 750
650 700
90s 960

1100 11s0

1080 1160

1080 1160
670 720

1100 1170
1160 1220
1120 1220
1120 1200
900 1200

600 1220
680 380

1460 1320

1380 1s80
1300 1s20

1240 1460
1240 1480

1210 14sO

1084.706 1212.353
1.843818 1.64968s

ts
u)
P

E4

900

90

920

300

760

1200

1 100

760

1280

13sO

1340

1320

1250

440
440

1340

1440
1520

1280
1290

1250

1138.824

1.756198

E5

650

650
650

970
1200

1 140

1 140

670

1120
1 180

1 180

1200

1 180

1200

400

1 180

1340

1340

1220
1240

1220
1't26.471

1.775É'57

Wasted (mg)

R2 R3

74

74

130

112
142.6

150

162
175

31

180

183

3s4
3&
333

329

412

412

718

717

385

384

HRr (d):

440

434.7059

4.600812

6B

68

107

100

136

137

133

H4

-70

-70

30

94

62

29

R5

0

0
-22

-65

-10 -58

119 -194

1 19 -194

196 -189

196 -173

224 200
274 200
241 41
243 -50

304 -77

305 -71

198 -61

200 -56

47

48

61

-88

-197

-66

-66

18.7

18.7

24.26

50

137

136

160

161

tr|
84



Third Shock l,oading of The System

Administered on March 9,1993
SOC Data (múL)

Date Inf
March 6 310.5 137.8

7 160.8

8 279.9 124.4

9 980 553.4

l0 298.7 434

11 255

12 298.4 l9Z
13 t76
t4 191.3

15 171.9

16 264.7 169.4

l7 183

l8 25t.7 169

19 155.1

20 254.5 159.5

2t 160.8

22 245.7 1s8.5

23 163.9

24 246.6 162.2

25 165.8

ts
(¡,
N

Effluent (mg/l-)
EI E2

t16.2

172.5

r37

537.4

375.8

182.5

r42
180.4

160.7

t47.2

155.7

t64.4

166.7

ts4.7

159.2

148.6

156.9

159.3

160.3

155.5

111.8

r32.8

129

5t4.5

313. I
158.5

147

155.3

163.3

162.8

147.7

112.4

166.1

r53.2

1s8.2

156.5

158.9

149.3

148.8

161.8

E4

113.5

135.3

t3l
506.1

340.4

158.9

142

165.6

157.8

t64
151

169.8

t54.7

157.5

159.6

t42.3

161

143.1

161.5

151.4

E5

r24.6

147.5

164.3

535

379.4

198.5

153

153.7

160.8

t57.1

t49.1

153.8

157.8

156.7

159

158.8

156.4

15t.2

14r.4

151.8



Shock l.¡ad 3
Total Suspended Solids Data
Date Effluent (m/L)
March Inf El Ez

6 16 248
8 56 256

t0 28 328
12 108 184

t4 60 68
16 60 196

l8 64 424

20 132 296
22 20 3M
24 24 332
26 12 276

F
u,(,

Avg: 52.73 2&.73 3S.00

44

56

84

24

10

10

60

I
32

10

80

840
52 48

84 108

28 68

t6 20

10 L2

56 80

60 36

48 76

48 32

36 64

Reactor Conlents (ng/L)
Rl R2 R3

10 610 620 1450
268 720 540 1270
36 670 870 1790
32 700 620 1850
10 570 630 t7û
l0 720 660 1820

52 640 590 1630
32 400 600 1780

28 600 510 2120
l0 450 420 1580
28 450 330 1590

40.55 53.09 46.9r s93.& 580.91 1694.55 1689.09 3777.27

1540

1510

176f.'

1750

1740

r820

1900

1790

1700

1500

1570

R5

4160

4670

3260

2460

3840

4260

4r20
3720

3750

2810

4s00



111 198

110 198

98 -60

50 123
s2 125

105 90

105 95

155 t82
ts4 183

172 203
l7t 203
97 150

R4

Wasted (mg)

R2 R3
202 283
203 282
169 203
259 269
763 272

245 352
245 352
254 341
254 340
zffi 360
2û 3ñ
185 270

185 270
260 303

260 303

175 289

175 289

t62 265

t64 280
538 282

97 150

144 t54
144 154

124 t57
r24 157

LL4 130

125 133

83 194

980

1080

u00
lt40
1080

1140

tl20
lt20
1100

ll40
Ir20
1100

1100

1100

ll00
1100

1100

tt20
760

lt20

1086

1.84

E5

Shock Load 3
Effluent Volume And Solids Wasted

Dale Volume (ml)
March El EZ E3

il00
lt20
ll80
I 180

1160

tt20
llt0
1070

1040

r080

1200

1200

n(n
L2cÆ

t200
n80
1180

I 180

800

1080

1020

1100

1100

1060

450 tl20
440 ll00
440 1040

425 1130

450 1080

450 tl20
450 106{)

4s0 1080

450 1080

450 1100

450 1080

450 1080

1060

1080

1080

1060

ll00
tr20
I 140

rt20
1140

1200

1100

1ffiO

ll00
780

6

7

8

10

ll
t2
t3
t4
l5
l6
t7
18

t9
20

2l
22

23

24

25

26

1060

1060

1080

to20
980

n20

1060 tl70

to79 1133.5

1.85 1.76

400

400

400

400

400

400

300

425

424

4.72

670

to20

1054

1.90

Ft,
È

Avg:

HRT(d):



Fourth Shock Loading of the System
Administered on Aprit 2,1993
SOC Data (^elL)

Date Inf El Ez

F
LJ
ul

I
2

4

5

6

7

8

9
l0
11

t2
13

15

16

17

18

t9
20

2765

365.4

328.1

1s8.7
183.7

1857.5

906.6
1302
7475

1296.s

941..2

666.4

435.1

612.8

320.5

385.2
351.1

354
409.3

395.3
353.6

512.5

310.3

182.5

197.5

1253
799.8
438.4

464
306
330

319.5

293.3

330.4
320.2

265.9
246.7
272.6

247.6
218.6
232.9

E3
t57.I
176.2

673.5

533

432
384.4
417.4

351

299.7
301.7

277.2
282.9
249.8
280.1

239
256.2
203.7
200.9

338.7
286.2

E4

392.4

309

165.6

173.7

1377

850.2
49r

420.2

392.4

375.4

378.1

356
343.2

356.8
290.5

342.4

275.1

273.4
2ZB.l
232.7

E5
174.5

183.3

1774.5

583.8
562.4

386.4

347.4

329
367.7

401
361.5

303

297

338.4

258.5

240.6
298.7



Shock Load Four
Suspended Solids Data

Date Inf
3

5

7

9
11

13

15

t7
t9

ts
t,
or

Eflluent (mS/L)
El E2

72
80

80
40
92
40
44

820
380

720
584
292
352
3t2
336
332

It36
240
244
44
68

104
88

136
32

E3
624
452

84
10

80
r12
40
24
68

E4
1724
504

328
236
236
r92
1s6
76

120

E5
2590

584

468
776
160

80
128
36
40

Reactor Contents (mg/L)
Rl R2 R3

32t0
220

1780
730
970
820

1070

630
384

2490 2520
800 1430
380 640
230 180
340 520
460 320
220 190
200 350
172 168

R4
1970
1020

L290
590
780
550

430
10

244

R5
3960

780
530
700
660
500
450
220



1140

400

tt20
700

1090

1130

1080

1160

380

450

12,ao

1100

r00
1200

1000

1040

1020

900.59

2.22

E5

450 tl20 1140 1200

400 1400 t2û 1270

450 1280 t420 1300

300 780 920 840

360 1230 440 990

400 890 1260 210

3û 1060 1320 6m
450 1260 1320 880

425 1240 1480 850

450 1240 1470 200

400 t240 1140 560

400 1200 1480 820

310 820 1300 870

450 1220 1000 900

425 t220 1340 880

450 1500 1280 400

400 1550 1200 540

Shock l-nad 4

Daily Effluent Volume (ml)
Dale

April El Ez
I
3

4

5

6

7

I
9

10

1l
12

13

l5
l6
fi
18

19

1191.18 1221.76 -782.94

1.68 1.64 2.55

F
(¡,
-¡

Avg 404.71

HRT(d) 4.e4



Temperature, Dissolved Orygen
And Sludge Volume Index (SVI)

Temperature (C)

Month Day
October 24.5

26.0

24.5

24.5

26.0

25.5

27.0

Novembe

R3R2R1 R4 R5
74

2t
28

4

9

18

25

4.8
2.9
4.8
5.9
J.t

3.6
)\

7.4
6.6
2.4
J.J

4.6

8.6
2.2

74

27

28
4

18

25

19

24.0
t55
24.0

23.5

26.0

25.0
26.0

23.5

25.0
23.0

23.0
25.5

25.0

26.0

æ.4
25.0
23.0

23.0
25.5

24.5

25.0

23.0
25.0
23.0

23.0
25.0
24.0
25.0

Dissolved Oxygen (mell)

Month Day
October

Novembe

Februarv

R3 R4
7.2
5.4
2.4
7)
i.0
aaJ.J

r.7

R1 R2 R5
3.0
4.3

3.2
5.7
2.2

7.0

4.7

7.2
4.6
6.2

6.7
4.4

10.2

5.5

Note: Though February to April, DO was adþsted based on
experience with the system, and spot checks with the
DO meter.
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SVI Data (nl-/e)

Month Day R1
October 9

14

21

28
Novembe 4

9

18

25
February 19

R2 R3 R4 R5
54 56 91,

45 60 78
52 58 105
68 77 296
79 105 263
28 62 77
47 45 100
60 62 89
77 83 83

68

74
66
43

109

18

75

2L

4t

41

226
200
95

104
64
70
36
79

139



pH Data for Experiment

Month Date
October

Nov.

Effluent pH
El E2 E4

8.3 N/A
8.3

7.6
7.9
8.9
8.9
8.8

pH
Influent

7.2
6.6
6.3
6.4
7.4

10.5

10.4
r0.4

ÞJ .tr)

8.3

8.2
8.3

8.0
7.9
8.7
8.9
8.7

8.5

8.4
7.8
7.6

8.1

8.9
8.8

8.9

8.2
8.1

/.o
7.7

8.0
8.8
8.8
8.9

9

T4

21

28
4
9

L8

25

8.3

7.9

7.6
7.9
8.8
8.8
9.0

Month Date
October 9

74

27

28
Nov. 4

9

18

25

pH of Reactor contents

R1 R2 R3
8.1 8.5

8.0 8.2
7.7 7.7

7.7 7.8
8.1 8.0
9.1. 9.1

9.1 9.0
9.0 9.L

R4 R5
8.5

8.1

8.1

7.5
'7'7

9.0
9.0
9.7

8.4
8.1

7.9
t.5
7.7
9.1

9.1

9.0

7.9

7.9
8.0
t.o
7.9

8.8
9.0
8.9
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Microbioloqical ExaminaÈions

Date Reactor Description
Start-up Period

Oct,. 9 R1 LitÈ1e higher organism activity,
considerable filamentous growth.

R2 Little activity, less filamentous
growth.

R3 RoÈifers, nematodes, paramecium,
ciliated protozoa observei as well as
some filarnentous growth.

R4 Low
and

activity, some amoebas, rotifers
sÈalked cilÍated protozoa present.

R5 Litt1e activity, some protozoa; some
lllqmentous growth.

Oct. 16 R1 Some flageIlat,ed protozoa, noticeable
filamentous growth.

R2 I,ess activity than R1, and noticeably
less filament.

R3 Many smaller nicroorganisms,
f lageJ-lated prot,ozoa, and some
roÈifers observed.

R4 Good population of rotifers, some
protozoa, and some fil_ament.ous growth.

R5 Rotifers, protozoa, and smaller
organJ.sms observed.

Oct. 2 3 R1 Some protozoa and filamentous growth.
R2 Some variety, less filanentous growth.
R3 St,alked ciliated protozoa, some other

life forms.
R4 Good variety - rotifers, several types

of protozoa present,.
R5 Rotifers, various protozoa, and

paramecium all observed.
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Microbiol-oqical Examinations. continued

Date Reactor Description
Start-up period, continued

Oct.30 R1 Most1y ciliated of protozoat some
filamentous growth.

R2 Some ciliated protozoa, less
fiLamentous growth.

R3 Stalked and cil-iated protozoa
dominant, nematodes and rotifers also
present.

R4 Mostly ciliated protozoa present.
R5 Cil-iated protozoa and rotifers, some

fiLanenÈous growth.

First shock load, Nov. 6.

Nov.9 R1 Few higher organisms, many Lower. Low
levels of filament.

R2 Very litt1e activity, some lower
organisms.

R3 Some ciliated protozoa, moderate
activity, mostly lower organisms.

R4 Very little activity, some lower
organisms.

R5 Some ciliated prot,ozoa and filamentous
growth, fairly low activity.

Nov.2O R1 Good population of flagelÌated and
ciliat,ed protozoa, ãs well as other
microorganisms. Some filamentous
growth.

R2 Mostly ciliated protozoa and some
other orqanisrns, less filament.

R3 Rotifers and ciliated protozoa
dominate, almost no filament.

R4 Good populations of flagellated and
ciliated proÈozoar' some filament.

R5 Some protozoa present, low leve1s of
filanent.
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Mícrobioloqical Examinations, continued

Date Reactor Descriptions
First shock J-oad, continued.

Nov.27 R1 Very littl-e activity or filarnentous
growth.

R2 High numbers of ciliated protozoal
rotifers presentr Do filamentous
growth.

R3 Some rotifers, relatively 1ittle
activity.

R4 High numbers of ciliated and stalked
ciliated protozoa, highly active.

R5 Siurilar to R4.

Second shock load, Feb. B.

Feb. L0 R1 No activity, several inactive protozoa
and rotifers observed.

R2 Same as Rl.
R3 Same as R1.

R4 Some activity, including active
rotifers.

R5 Some organisms, rnost,ly inactive.
Feb. L7 R1 Good population of ciliated protozoa.

R2 High
some

activity, mostly protozoa and
stalked ciliated protozoa.

R3 Very active, good variety, including
paramecium.

R4 Sirnil-ar to R3

R5 Stalked protozoa, many ciliated
protozoa, good variety of lower
organisms.
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Microbioloqical Examinations, continued.

Date Reactor Description
Third shock load 3, March 9

March 10 R1 LitÈIe activity.
R2 No activity observed.

R3 Little activitv.
R4 Some active higher organisms, more

active lower ones.

R5 Sinilar to R4, but with fewer higher
organisms.
Fourth shock load, ÀpriJ- 2

Àpri1 R1 Poor floc, Do activity observed.
R2 Slightly better floc, some activity

observed.
R3 Si¡nilar to R2.

R4 Sirnilar to R2, with inactive or dead
protozoa observed.

R5 Sinilar Èo R4.

À¡¡riI 23 R1 Poor floc and no activity observed.
R2 Slightly better floc, also no

activity.
R3 Same as R2.

R4 Pin floc, Do activity observed.
R5 Sorne larger floc, mostly pin floc.

No activity observed.
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Sunmarv of Calculated Shock Loadincr Ratios

Ratio of Mass Loading of Substrate on the Day of The
shock Loading to the Mass Loading of substrate on a Nornal Day
(¡ng/d:mg/d) .

Ratio of the Mass Load of substrate on the Day of shock
Lôading to the Mass of solid,s present in the Reactor on the
Shock Day (ng:mg).

Shock I Shock II Shock III Shock fV
Lagoon R1 7 .49 7.6 o1 20

SBR s (R2) 6.8 3.38 4.t 7.3
sBR 10 (R3 ) 6.33 3. 08 4.L 6.9
sBR 20 (R4 ) 7 .09 3.38 3.9 10.8
SBR 4o (Rs) 8.t5 3.38 3.9 9.2

Shock I Shock II ShocK III Shock IV
Lagoon R1 2.65 ? 1? 1.58 5.2
sBR 5 (R2 ) 2.5L 3 .62 2. 02 8.1
sBR 10 (R3 ) 1.34 2.12 0.86 2.O

sBR 20 (R4 ) 0.86 L.20 o.78 1.9
sBR 40 (R5) 0.59 1. 00 o.27 0. 68
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APPENDTX B
Histographs of Organic Carbon DaÈa
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Organic carbon Sock Load l, Fleactor 1, Lagoon
with nominal HFIT=SFìT=4.S days

1400
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Organic carbon for Shock Load 1, Fleactor 2, SBFI
with nominal HFIT =4.5 days, SFIT=S days
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Organic carbon, Shock Load 1, Fìeactor 3, SBFì

with nominal HFìT=4.5 days, SFIT=10 days

Organic carbon, Shock Load 1, Fleactor 4, SBH
with nominal HFT=4.5 days, SHT=20 days
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Day

Organic carbon, Shock Load 1, Reactor 5, SBFì
with nominal HFÌT=4.5 days, SBT=4O days
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Organic carbon, Shock Load 2, Fleactor 1, Lagoon
with nominal HFIT=SRT=4.5 days
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1
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Organic carbon, Shock Load 2, Heactor Z, SBR
with nominal HRT=1.5 days, SHT=S days

8 10 12 14 16 18
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8 10 12 14 't6 18

CÞ

oog,

Day

Organic carbon, Shock Load 2, Fìeactor 3, SBH
with nominal HHT=1.5 days, SFIT=10 days

Organic carbon, Shock Load 2, Fleactor 4, SBFI
with nominal HFIT=1.5 days, SFìT=20 days
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Day

Organic carbon, Shock Load 2, Fìeactor 5, SBFì

with nominal HRT=1.5 days, SRT=40 days
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Organic carbon, Shock Load 3, Fìeactor 1, Lagoon
with nominal HFT=SFT=4.5 days

ED
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Organic carbon, Shock Load 3, Reactor 2, SBFì

with nominal HRT= 1.5 days, SRT=S days

8 10 12 14 16 18 20 2, 24

8 10 12 14 16 18 20 æ,
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Organic carbon, Shock Load 3, Feactor 3, SBFI
with nominal HFìT=1.5 davs. SFTT=10 davs

Organic carbon, Shock Load 3, Heactor 4, SBFì
with nomínal HFIT=1.5 days, SFT=20 days

8 10 12 14 16 18 20 2.

8 10 12 14 16 1A æ æ,
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Day

Organic carbon, Shock Load 3, Heactor 5, SBR

with nominal HRT= 1.5 days, SBT=40 days
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oo

Organic carbon, Shock 4, Reactor 1, Lagoon
wíth nominal HHT=SFT= 4.5 days

ED

o
Ø

Organic carbon, Shock 4, Fìeactor 2, SBB

wíth nominal HRT= 1.5 days, SHT= 5 days
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Day

Organic carbon, Shock 4, Fìeactor 3, SBF
with nomínal HFIT=1.5 days, SRT= 10 days

Organic carbon, Shock 4, Fleactor 4, SBF
with nominal HFÌT=1.5 days, SRT= 20 days

4 6 I 10 12 14 16
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Organic carbon, Shock 4, Fleactor 5, SBFì

with nominal HBT=1,5 days, SFìT= 40 days
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APPENDIX C
Dilution Mode1 and Calculation of U
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Di-lution Model Verification --- Tracer Studv

The dilution model discussed in section 3.4 of the

Methodology chapter was verified experimentally using a tracer
study. Initially, a calibration curve was established for
concentrati.ons of nethylene blue with concentrations of 0 t,o
2.5 ng/L. These concentrations vrere correlated to the

percent,age transmittance of 1ight, using a Bausch & Lomb

Spectronic 20 spectrophotometer. This data and the

calibration curve. established are shown on the followinq

Pages.

The dilution ¡nodel discussed in the meËhods was used to
predict the concentration of rnethylene blue in the reactor
effluent,, based on the initial concentration in the reactor on

day L, and the effluent volumes on subseguent days. The

predicted and actual values are reported on the following
pages, in both a table and a graph. The graph shows excellent
ag:reement between Èhe predicted and actual values.
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Dilution Model - Tracer Studv

Calibration Curve

For Methylene Blue

Concentration
(mg/L)

0

o.25

0.5

0.75

1

1.5

2

2.5

7o Trans

100

89.75

80.75

tõ
63.5

51.2s
4.2s
32.s

Test Results and

Model Confirmation

Day

Effluent Concentration Predicted

Volume by Model

(ml) (mg/L)

2.4
1.817505

1.153971

0.740912

0.474184

0.302028

0.192069

0.122532
0.078046

1

2

3

4

c
6

7

I
I

%trans.

27
50.5

61

78

85

90

93

95

97

Actual

Concen.

(mg/L)

2.4
1.7

1.25

0.75

o.47

0.29

o.21

0.13

0.09

68s

1 150

1115

1125

1 140

1 145

1135

1140
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Determination of U for first shock Load
Reactor'l
Sn Vn

X
ÞlDay

Son

soc
Inf

1 399.8

2
3 363.s
4
5 1228

6 558.6

7 399
I 400
I 400

10 400

11 400
12 456.4

13 547.6
14 449.5

15 428.8

16 432.3

17 449.8

18 (18.3

19 44¡9.4

20 450
21 450
22 503.7

23 507.5

24 499.9

186.9

217.3

650.9
Ene

466.5

426.6

459

431

377.1

354.9

520.5

279
230.2

297.9
22).7

209.2

250.5

229

273.7

184.9

179.1

Volume (ml)

El model Soc Dif

100

400

400

200 6s0 0
400 634.7667 131.7667
400 59s.4722 128.9722
410 562.2176 13s.6176
400 535.1813 76.18134
420 sl1.7201 80.72012
410 492.7138 115.6138
400 486.6615 131.761s
410 497.0286 -23.4714
410 488.9428 209.9428
410 478.7111 248.5111
3s0 471.7988 173.8988
400 468.1323 245.4323
400 463.1603 253.9603
400 460.8669 210.3669
400 4s9.0s57 230.0557
400 457.5465 183.846s

400 465.2387 280.3387
400 472.2823 293.1823
400

Rsu/lK

370

480

500

s20 0

610 0.042355

470 0.053806

780 0.034092

500 0.02987s

500 0.031655

500 0.045339

n0 0.033s53

330 -0.0139s

600 0.068609

760 0.064115

n0 0.044283

710 0.0628
s30 0.0939s5

760 0.054274

600 0.075182

550 0.065542

640 0.085888

690 0.083314

cÞu

ñsu

0

25.8366

25.28867

26.59169

14.93752

15.82747

4.OOJ\7t

2s.83ss9

4.60223
41.1 6526

48.72766

34.0978

48.12398

49.79613

41.24841

45.1 0897

36.04832

54.96837

s7.48672
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Determination of U for first shock Load
Reactor 2
Sn Vn

Volume
FAÊ¿ EZ

252

X

R2SOC Oif Rsu Rsu/X

460

470 0

580 0.098038

510 0.083383

570 0.0666s1

460 0,0826ss

440 0.072338
420. 0.062027

s90 0.052207

310 0.141693

460 0.0949s1

420 0.132547

580 0.097883
400 0.131228

470 0j22592
360 0j37712
590 0.080931

520 0.070324

520 0.091546

550 0.117608

480

450
250.2

811

50s.2

503.6

470.5

424.5

415.7

412.5

376.7

321.7

309.2

239.1

n4.1
237.4

ZUO.C

239.5

24.8
293.7

249.9

178.1

40
450

440

32s

425

450

40
460

460

450

450

4s0

450

450

ú/õ
440

40
440

{¡0
425

400

425

410

ô

261.5&19

195.6163

174.7592

174.8978

146.412

119.8363

141.6888

202.0542

200.91 56

2s6.0801

261.1517

241.4587

265.0449

228.0sI5
219.6457

168.214

218.9783

297.5471

811

766.7&19

699.2163

64s.2592

s99.3978

562.1 12

53¿336s
s18.3888

523.7542

510.1 156

495.1801

485.2517

478.8587

471.5449

467.5515

464.4457

461.914

468.8783

475.æ71

ôv

56.861 95

42.52528

37,99114

38.0212s

31.8287

26.05138

30.80192

43.92482

43.67731

ss.669s9

56.7721

52.49103

57,61 845

49.57æ2
47.74907

36.56826

47.60398

&.6841s
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Determination of U for first shock Load
Reactor 3

Sn Vn

Volume

196.8

X

R3

192.3

723.9

495

4.4¡2.9

409.2

442

407

413.1

402.4

345.5

297.7

230.9

243.4

210.4

208.2
,)).7
251.3

257.9

185.4
't93.7

475

475

475

340 723
500 690.12

500 631.896

510 584.Tn7
500 547.82)2

510 517.7866

510 493.8538

500 486.3631

510 498.8056

510 488.7874

490 476.9826

40 468.9251

460 465.3489

480 460.1136

475 458.0575

475 456.5111

475 455.2615

500 464.9492

475 473.1155

475

SOC dif Rsu Rsu/lK

1110

1010

1020 0

1030 0.045104

850 0.05294

1060 0.039438

1040 0.024227

1000 0.026378

9s0 0.020239

1070 0.018683

910 0.040111

930 0.048921

960 0.061032

750 0.071595

850 0.071414

670 0.0895æ

8s0 0.065926

720 0.067861

910 0.051638

890 0.074786

660 0.100799

840

0

195.12

188.996

175.5777

105.8e2)

1 10.7866

80.75384

83.96308

153.3056

191.0874

246.0826

?2s.5251

254.9489

251.9136

235.3s75

205.2111

rYr.!totÐ

279.5492

279.4155

0

46.45714

44.9990s

41.80421

25.1957s

26.37776

19.22711

19.99121

36.50134

45.49699

58.5911

s3.6964s

60.7021 1

59.9794ir

56.03749

48.85978

46.99083

66.s275
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Determination of U for first shock Load
Reactor 4

Sn Vn

Volume Model
E4 E4

192.4

X

R4

183.8

654.9
gs.6
449.3

436.2

443

441.6

435.7

483.9

3æ.2
408.1

rto /.ð
302.4

271.2

266.4

zoõ.Ð

?27.1

¿to.t
185.4

188.4

40
430

430

300 654
425 637.2804

415 596.3337

425 561.9247
440 532.7251

450 508.3471

450 488.4466

40 482.6677

425 494.0476

€0 486.1647

410 476.4055

350 469.8366

425 466.3251

400 461.6542

410 459.5695

410 457.9415

410 456.5904

410 464.6049

410 471.9024

410

0

91,68041

147.0337

125.7247

89.7251 s

66.74706

52.74658

-1.23231

129.8476

78.06467

1 1 8.9055

167.4366

195.1251

195.2542
1q1 nAOÃ

230.8415

1 79.8904

279.2cÉ¡9

283.5024

n

1 9.1 0009

30.63202

26.19264

1 8.69274

13.90564

10.98887

-0.25673

27.051s8

16.26347

24.77199
34.88263

40.6510s

40.67796

39.80614

48.09197

37.47717

58.1 6769

59.0æ01

SOC dif Rsu RsulK

1830

1530

1870 0

1720 0.011105

1390 0.022037

1770 0.014798

1470 0.012716

1530 0.009089

1660 0.00662

1360 -0.00019

1190 0.022732

1280 0.012706

1030 0.0240s

9s0 0.036719

1120 0.036296

1170 0.034767

980 0.040619

890 0.0s4036

880 0.042s88

1180 0.049295

1220 0.A4u12
1 130
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Determination of U for first shock Load
Reactor 5

Sn Vn

Volume Model
trE EE

169.s

192.6 400

400

400
5æ.6 250 553.6
482.9 400 554.4333
417.3 400 528.5278
388.7 400 507.1065
39s 400 489.25s4
390 400 474.3795

394.3 150 469.1902
403.7 3s0 467.2853
358.1 390 480.3911

275.4 390 475.3503
266.7 360 468.2494
287.8 300 463.5603
248.8 350 461.5109
288.8 360 457.9703
265 350 456.6938

240.5 360 455.6727
246 360 454.8074

263.8 360 462.26s6
250.5 360 469.1658

350

SOC dif Rsu Day RsulK

X

Flc

0

71.53333

111.2278

118.4065

94.2554

84.3795

74.89023

63.58531

122.2911
lQo oEne

201.994
1 75.7603

212.7109

1 69.1 703

191.6938

215.1727

208.8074

198.4656

21 8.6658

ng

12= 7381

19.8621

21.14401

16.83132

15.06777

13.37326

1 1.35452

21.83769

35.7054

35.99096

31.38577

37.98409

30.20898

34.23104

38.4237

37.28704

35.44029

39.04746

2170

2130

?240

1890

2060

2340

2070

1800

1750

2330

1960

2060

1950

1840

1800

2080

2090

1740

1 890

1 900

1900

I OYU

^

Â

7

I
o

IU

12

l\t
14

15
lÂ

tt
18

19

20

21

23

24

25

0

0.0067s9

0.009642

0.009036

0.008131

0.008371

0.007642

0.004873

0.011142

0.017333

0.0184s7

0.017057

0.021102

0.014524

0.016378

0.022083

0.019729

0.0186s3

0.020551
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Determination of U for the second shock load
Reactor 1

HFìT act=4.6

feb.

Date
A

Þ

I
8.5

c¡

10
{l

12

13

14
.lt

16

17

18

19

Son Sn

soc
Inf E1

256 158

341 145

385 14it

362 151

1200 752
4æ 792

463.1 453

{t0 273
410 229

412 267.9

413 18s

415 197

400 151

372 166

371 166

370 171

Vn

Volume (ml)

E1 model SOC Dif
800

525

450

450

300 792 0

450 731.7551 278.7551
Æ 683.3091 410.3091

40 637.6304 408.6304

4s0 595.8207 327.9207

40 5626727 377.6727

450 S35.1818 338.1818
450 513.1076 362.1076
450 492.3327 326.æ27
40 470.6334 304.6334
440 452.6667 281.6667

Rsu/lK

u

0.125724

0.1 621 78

0.18{¡
0.142574

0.1 70338

0.163373

0.163318

0.147796

0.137396

0.0971 93

Rsu/X
AAA

450

400

360 0

794 0.154759

710 0.279459

794 0.227584

1020 0.171736

794 0.223525

900 0.167346

794 0.197787

990 0.150s56

794 0.166958

1730 0.038435

Ffsu

0

60.59894

89.1 9763

88.8327

71.28712

82.10277

73.51779

78.71905

70.9419

66.22465

61.2319

X

R1

270

430

500

480

482
ccu
482

s00

482
450

482
480

482

630

Reaclor 2

HRT act=1.84

X

A2

Sn Vn

Volume (ml)

æ, model

1&1 650

148 905

146 1100

148 1080

772

7& 670 7il
425 1100 651.0968

217 1160 582.08e3

195 1120 527.4906

163 1120 485.3145

136 900 462.5617

174 600 451.1244

153 680 441.9585

150 1460 424.2535

159 1380 402.9192

268 1300 390.345

SOC Dif Rsu

U

226.0968

365.0853

332.4906

3?23145
326.5617

277.1244

288.9585

274.253s

243.9192

122.U5

U

122.8787

198.4159

180.7014

175.1709

1 7.4792

150.61 1 1

157.4427

149.0508

132.5&8

66.491 84
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Determination of U for the second shock load
Reactor 3

HRT ast=1.65

VnSn

Volume (ml)

E3 E3 model
144 700

141 960
132 11s0

1160

794
715 720 715
467 1170 622.3s96
240 1220 s62.019
217 1220 511.9994
202 1200 473.7496
182 1200 4s0.593s
199 1220 ,+g6.gs

137 380 432.9412
164 1320 419.W1
175 1580 39S.728s
127 1520 386.7549

Reactor 4

HRT act=1.76

Volume (mt)

E4 E4 model
132 920

122 300
129 760

130 1100

770

790 760 790
421 1280 662.7805
291 13s0 582.3122
281 1340 521.2049
192 1320 476.9909
277 1250 451.9944
270 40 444.9626
249 440 4Ít9.5595
276 1340 423.6883
257 1440 402.0514
150 1520 388.ô428

X

0

155.3596

322019
294.9994

271.7496

268.s935

237.3s

295.9412
255.8441

?23.7285

259.7s49

94.1573s

1 95.1 63

178.7875

164.6967

162.7839

143.8485
I 70 erÞ2

1s5.057

135.5931

157.4272

SOC Dif Flsu Ftsu/l(

o/u
730

ÞÞu

820 0

r123 0.083844

1260 0.154891

1123 0.15920s

1380 0.119345

1123 0.1449s5
't480 0.097195

1123 0.159714

1200 0.129214

1123 0.120742
1680 0.093707

FìsulX

1250

1 180

1250

1300 0

1196 0.114862

1330 0.124./.5

1196 0.114114
1250 0.129541

1196 0.083134

1270 0.078276

1196 0.090529

910 0.092213

1196 0.068909

1080 0.125549

Sn

SOC Dif Rsu

X

R4

0

241.7805

291.3122

240.2049

284.9909

174.9944
't74.9626

190.559s

147.6883

145.0514

238.e.28

n

137.3753

165.5183

136.4801

161.9267

99.42864

99.41059
't08.2725

83.91383

8241555
135.5925
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Determination of U for the second shock load
Reactor 5

HRTast=1.7
Sn

Volume (ml)

E5 E5 model
136 650

120 970

1?2 1200

1€ 1140

780

709 670 709
{t1 1120 621.0513

231 1180 5624404
191 1180 513.2959

190 1200 474.5599
't4Ít 1 1 80 451 .3459
127 1200 436.9662

113 400 433.30s1

125 1180 420.9466

142 1340 401.3094

158 1340 389.1493

Shock Load 2

R1

Day RsulK

0 0.0000

1 0.1257

2 0.1622
3 0.18{t
4 0.1426

s 0.1703

6 0.1634

7 0.1633

I 0.1478

9 0.1374

10 0.0972

X

SOC Dif Rsu

n

190.0513

331.4404

3æ.2959

284.5599

308.34s9

309.9662

320.3051

295.9466

259.3094

231.1 493

U

107.3736

187.25r'.5

18¿0881

160.7683

174.2067

175.1221

1 80.9634

167.2015

146.502s

130.5928

Rsu/lX

1250

1310
't720

1720 0

2270 0.047301

2210 0.084731

2270 0.08021s

2030 0.079196

2270 0.076743

2770 0,063221

2270 0.07972
2910 0.0574s8

2270 0.064539

3720 0.03s106

Summary of Utilization ratios determined

Date
R4

Rsu/lK

0.0000

0.1 149

0.1244

0.1 141

0.1295

0.0831

0.0783

0.0905

0.0922

0.0689

0.125s

RsuilK

0.0000

0.0473

0.0847

0.0802

0.0792

0.0767

0.0632

0.0797

u,uc / Ð

0.0æ5
0.03s1

{rl

l.t

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

R2 R3

Rsu/lX Rsu/lK

0.0000 0.0000

0.1548 0.0838

0.279s 0.1549
0.2276 0.1592

0.1717 0.1193

0.2235 0.1450

0.1673 0.0972
0.1978 0.1597

0.1506 0.1292
0.1670 0.1207

0.0384 0.0937
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March
Date

6
7

8

9

10

II
1'

IJ
14

15

16

17

18

19

20
'r1

a,
23
.A

,<

3105

n9.9
980

298-7

298
?s8-4

290
?ßo

n0
2&.7

257
?5L.7

')<)
?54.5

?50

245.7
245

24ó.6

246

X
R1 RsuD(

610

Sn

E1

Son
soc
Inf

Determinadon of U for tbe Third Sbock Load
Reactor! HRTaa=4.72

Vn
Volume (ml)
E1 model SOC dif Rsu

137.8 450

160.8 44
1U-4 4q
553.4 553.4 0 0

434 425 508.762 74.7619 15.8394

?55 450 470.179 2r5.r79 45.5888
792 450 438554 246554 52.236r
176 450 412.812 236.812 50.172

1913 450 390.254 198.954 A.ßA
L71-9 450 370.004 198.104 41.971t
169.4 450 351.636 182;236 38.æy¿
183 450 335.668 152.ffi 32s4ø¡9
169 450 32t.2t9 152.219 32.2497

155.1 400 309.632 t54532 3L7399
1595 400 300.027 140527 29.7726

160.8 400 292.439 131.639 n.8896
1585 400 285.3ffi 126.ffi 26.8784
163.9 400 n8.755 114.855 24.3337
t6z2 400 273.129 t10.E29 235019
165.8 300 269.ffi9 103.869 22.0061

Reactor i HRTact=1.9

Sn Vn
Volume (ml)

EZ EZ model SOC dif Rsu
L16.2 1120

L72S 1100

737 1040

537.4 537.4 0 0

375.8 1ß0 451.224 75.4V+ 39.6968
1825 i080 397.742 2t5.242 173.285

L4Z Lt20 361.937 279.937 tL5.756
180.4 1060 339.927 1595n $.9618
760.7 1080 32242 161.72 85.116

147.2 1080 307546 160346 U.39?5
155.7 1100 294.223 t38.523 7L9069
t&.4 1080 283.871 179.477 62.8794
166.7 1080 n4.449 107.749 56.7098
154.7 1060 26É-5æ 111.868 58.8781

159.2 1060 26t522 102322 53.8536

148.6 1080 259.M 110.46 58.i366
156.9 1V20 ?56 99.0997 5L1578
1593 980 25L613 y33126 49.1119

1603 Ir20 7A9.æ 89.579 47.1473

1555 670 2A9-057 935568 49.?Æ4

X
R2 RsuD(

720
0

670 0.02364
593 0.07688
700 0.074ó2

593 0.084ó1
570 0.07395
593 0.07078
720 0.05362
593 0.05454
ffi 0.05039

593 0.0552i
400 0.07443

593 0.04703
600 0.0448
593 0.04103
450 0-05223

593 0.03711

540

0

870 0.04563

581 0.19498
620 0.1867

581 0.14451

630 0.1351

581 0.14525
ffi 0.11046

581 0.10823

590 0.w612
581 0.10134

600 0.08976

581 0.10006

510 0.10227

581 0.08453

420 0-tl?2'6
581 0.08475
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Determination of U for the Third Shock Load
Reactor i HRTacr=i.85

Vn
Volume (ml)

E3 E3 model SOC dif Rsu
111.8 1080

132-8 1020

L29 1100

5t4.5 514.5 0 0
313.1 1100 437.y26 121.826 67.4734
158.5 10ó0 389.697 231.197 124.971
t47 1060 357.933 2t0-933 114.018

155.3 1080 337.058 181.758 98.U74
1633 1080 320557 t57.257 85.0038
162-8 1060 306.508 t43.708 77.6799

t47.7 1100 2y3.553 145.853 78.8397

772.4 1720 283.196 t10.796 59.8896
166.1 1140 273.æ5 107.585 58-1542
t53.2 1720 265.793 1125y3 60.8ó11

158.2 i140 260.785 102J85 55.45i6
156.5 1200 258.428 101.928 55.0964
158.9 1i00 255.438 965377 52.1825
149.3 1080 ?52.023 70L723 55526
14{f.8 1100 249-53L 100.731 54.1l¡2
161.8 780 2ß.709 86.9087 46.9777

Reactor ,1 HRTact=1.76

Sn Vn
Volume (ml)

E4 E4 model SOC dif Rsu

113.5 1100

135.3 1120

131 1180

506.1 506.i 0 0

3q-4 1180 429.14 88.7403 50.4206
158.9 1160 381.257 ?22357 7?ß.339
L42 1120 35t37 2W.37 118.96

165.6 1110 332.4& 166.8ó4 94.8W¿

157.8 1070 317.ffi 159.864 90.8318
164 1040 3M.779 rÆ.779 79.9æ
151 1080 2y2.5U 141584 80.4453

169.8 1200 ?ß2.727 112327 63.8224
154.7 1200 272.705 118.005 67.0481
157.5 1200 264.828 t07.328 60.9817
159.6 1200 2ñ.0t7 100.417 57.0554
1423 1200 257-9ß 115.648 65.7W3
161 1180 254.999 y3.999 53.4085

t43.1 1180 251548 108.44{t 61.6184
1615 1180 249.119 87.6185 49.7832
151.4 800 248.399 96.9989 55.113

X
R3 Rsu/X

1450

tn0
0

t790 0.03769
1695 0.07373
1850 0.06163

1695 0.05796
t7û 0.0483
1695 0.04583
1820 0.04332
1695 0.03533
1630 0.03568
1695 0.03591

i780 0.03115

1695 0.03251
2120 0.0246L
1695 0.03276
1580 0.034Æ
1695 0.U2772

1540

1510

0

77û 0.0æ65
i690 0.07476
1750 0.06798
1690 0.0561

1740 0.0522
1690 0.04733
1820 0.0442
1690 0.03776

1900 0.03529

1690 0.03608

7790 0.03187
1690 0.03888

1700 0-03142
1690 0.03646
1500 0.03319
1690 0.03261

X
R4 Rsu/X
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Determination of U for the Third Shock Load
Reactor 5 HRT act= 1.84

Sn vn
Volume (ml)

E5 E5 model SOC dif Rsu
].24.6 980
147.5 1080

t&3 1100

535 535 0 0
379-4 1140 449.27 69.8096 37.94
198.5 1080 396.433 r97.y33 107.573
153 1140 360.696 207.696 1L2.8't9

153.7 LI20 338.334 7U.634 100.344
1ó0.8 7720 320.983 160.183 87.056
157.t 1100 3M.44t 14934t 81.1634
149.1 1140 293.211 74.L11 78.321

153.8 t120 282976 129.176 70.204F,

157.8 1i00 273.759 115.959 63.02tr
t56.7 1100 265.y31 109.æ1 593&9
159 1100 260.988 101.988 55.4283

i58.8 ii00 258.686 99.8858 54.?ß58
L56.4 1100 255.û4 99.2038 53.9151

r5t.2 1100 252.09 100.89 54.8313
t4t.4 Lr20 7+9.545 108.145 58.7742
151.8 760 248.734 96.y337 5Zær4

Date
9

10

11

1t

13
1AIç

15

16

L7

18

19

20
,,1

22
L'

7+
t<

X
R5 RsuÆ(

4160

4670

00
3260 0.01164
3777 0.02848
?Æ 0.04589

3777 0.02657
3840 0-02267

3777 0.02149
42æ 0.01839

3777 0.0i859
4t20 0.0153
3777 0.01572
3720 0.0149

3777 0-01437

3750 0.0i438
3777 0.01452
2810 0.020'q2

3777 0.01395

Summary of Data To Be Fitted To Consumptiou Model
Shock Load 3

R1 R2 R3 R4 R5
Day RsuD( Rsu/X Rsu/lK RsuD( Rsuâ(

0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
L 0.0236 0.0456 0.0377 0.028ó 0.0116
2 0-0769 0.1950 0.0737 0.0748 0.0285
3 0.0746 0.1867 0.0616 0.0680 0.0459
4 0.0846 0.14/5 0.0580 0.0561 0.0266
5 0.0739 0.1351 0.0483 0.0522 0.U?27
6 0.0708 0-1453 0.0458 0.0/73 0.0215
7 0.0536 0-1105 0.0433 0.0442 0.0184
8 0.0545 0.1082 0.0353 0.0378 0.0186
9 0.0504 0.0961 0.0357 0.0353 0.0153
10 0.0552 0.1013 0.0359 0.0361 0.0157
11 0-0744 0.0898 0.0312 0.0319 0.0149
12 0.0470 0.1001 0.0325 0.0389 0.0144
L3 0.044{t 0.Lm3 0.0246 0.0314 0.0t44
14 0.0410 0.0&15 0.0328 0.0365 0.0145
15 0.0522 0.t123 0.0345 0-0332 0.0209
16 0.0371 0.0848 0.0277 0.0326 0.0139
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Summary of effluent SOC concentrations expected after shock IV
based on the dilution model.

R4R1Date
April 1

2
llT

5

6

7

8

9

L0

11

12

13

L5

L6

I7
18

19

20

1850.00
1653.04
1456.62

t270.52
1,126.76

993.27

909.01

815.52
73I.32
662.77

619.28

558.10
527.63

497.89

473.24
445.87

1253.00
996.83
756.38
628.15

524.21.

476.20

490.10
455.61.

400.00
370.00
360.90
332.60
339.r9
361.99

356.76
335.9t

673.50
568.42

531.81
457.68

406.16

403.7t
449.98

428.81

385.78
357.8I
350.28
328.92
337.38
358.85

355.53
338.08

t377.00
1,070.29

836.89
789.68

683.16
596.64

571..54

555.9s
502.21,

449.23

415.72

375.53

JOt.t5
37L.84

367.20
354.82

1774.50
1402.59
7036.72

785.79
624.91,

542.35

537.58

512.31.

436.56

395.20
392.51

352.64
351.76
365.66

360.37
343.02
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